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Abstract 

The physical environment of a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) is unique and can be 

challenging and stressful for families. As infant survival rates and technology improved , 

many NICUs became 'busy', overcrowded, noisy environments. New directions in the 

design of newborn nurseries highlight the potential for the physical environment to 

support parental needs and optimise the parenting experience. In October 2004 the NICU 

at National Women's Hospital (NWH) in Auckland (New Zealand), relocated to a new 

facility at Auckland City Hospital (ACH). A key principle in the design of the new NICU 

was improvement of family space at the cot side. 

This non-experimental study sought to describe and compare parental perceptions of the 

physical environment of a traditional NICU configuration with a new custom built NICU . 

A sample of parents with infants hospitali sed in NICU from NWH (n = 30) and a 

different group of parents from ACH (n = 30) completed a self report Likert-type 

questionnaire (w ith a scale from I = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree). Qualitative 

data was sought using open ended questions . 

Significant differences were found between the old NWH NICU and the newly designed 

ACH NICU. Parents perception of the space at the cot-side was more adequate (p = 
0.001 ), lighting levels more comfortable (p = 0.002), the cot-side was quieter (p = 0.02) 

and technology less intrusive (p = 0.03) at ACH NICU when compared to NWH NICU. 

Impact of these design changes on privacy, sense of belonging, and socialisation of 

parents did not show significant differences. Lack of cot-side space for NWH parents was 

the predominate theme from the open-ended questions. Parents viewed the fami ly space 

and aesthetics of the new ACH rooms positively. 

Providers of newborn services contemplating redesign need to consider that increasing 

cot side space and decreasing infant numbers in clinical rooms can significantly improve 

a parent 's view of NICU and therefore provide an environment that is supportive to 

parent's needs. 
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Skin to Skin Care 
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1.0 Chapter One: Introduction 

This chapter provides a background to the thesis and introduces a research project that 

explores parental perceptions of the physical environment of N ICU. Background 

in formation is outlined that provides rationale for the study. Briefly introduced are the 

concepts and philosophies that lead to the development of the research aims and 

objecti ves. Finally, my personal interest for this research is explained, and an overview of 

the thesis chapters outlined. 

Neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) are medically and technological ly complex yet 

very human environments. These units evolved in the late 1970s and with advances in 

technology coupled with increased knowledge of preterm and newborn diseases, i nfant 

surv i va l has marked ly improved (M acFarl ane & M ugford, 2005). Not purpose built as 

NICUs, the physical environment of many uni ts now resemble overcrowded, busy, noisy 

envi ronments that have been described as chaotic (Lupton & Fenwick 200 I ; Smith, 1994; 

White & Newbold, 1995). As ex tremely immature in fants and their families now spend 

extended periods of time in a NJCU, the effect of th is phys ical environment is under 

scrutiny with a growing awareness that thi s situation is no longer acceptable (White & 

Newbold, 1995). 

The focus of thi s thesis is the physical envi ronment of NICU and how changes to this 

envi ronment impact on parents, hence the title ·changing Rooms in NJCU.' Uti l ising a 

non-experimental comparati ve descriptive design and a questionnaire survey, this thesis 

presents the research that describes and compares parental perceptions of the physical 

environment of a traditional NJCU configuration with that of a new custom buil t NICU. 



1.1 Background to the Study 

1.1.1 Definitions 

The broad use of the term environment is said to refer to a combination of elements, both 

natural and artificial , which influence the surroundings of individuals and systems. It also 

encompasses social factors that affect li ving beings (European Environment Information 

and Observation Network, 2005). The word environment is often used interchangeably 

with the term physical environment. The physical environment, however, is described as 

a narrower subgroup that relates to the material objects and sunoundings of individuals 

or systems (European Environment Information and Observation Network, 2005) . It 

encompasses the focus of this study; the built environment. Venoila ( 1988), a prominent 

architect and writer on contemporary design of buildings, suggests that the influence of 

the built environment on well-being is considerable and often overlooked. The literature 

review (Chapter Two) expands on these definitions, and introduces the notion that quality 

design of buildings can enhance health and wellness. 

1.1.2 Significance of the Study 

The NICU setting is a coexistence of infant, family and health professionals, al l with their 

own unique environmental needs. Growing evidence suggests that the physical 

environment, in particular light and sound level s, has negative impacts on the developing 

neurological system of the preterm infant (Als, 1986; Al s et al., 1994; Symington & 

Pinelli, 2006; Taquino & Lockridge, 1999). Developmental problems of prematurity are 

now being attributed in part to environmental factors (Harrison, Lotas & Jorgensen, 

2004 ). Consequently developmental care plans and strategies are now commonplace in 

NICUs (Taquino & Lockridge, 1999). Some strategies involve modifications to the 

physical environment, such as reduction of light and sound (Graven, 2000). Many 

NICUs, however, remain restricted by their very design; large open plan units resembling 

warehouses or multi -bed rooms with limited space between infant cots. The need to 

consider the infant's physical environment was, therefore, the first catalyst in advocating 

major changes regarding the way NICUs are now designed and built. 
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Intensive care environments, including NICU, are known to also be stressful for nurses 

(Ohler, Davidson, Starr & Lee, 1991 ). Environment stressors are frequently encountered 

and often related to technology (Gibbons, Geller & Glatz, 1997; Heuer, Bengiamin, 

Downey & Imler, 1996). There is little information on the environmental needs of NICU 

nurses apart from one study by Gibbons et al. ( 1997) where a need for nurses to talk and 

work together in NICU rooms was shown. Nurses, while attending to the environmental 

requirements of infants and families in their care, may have their own specific needs. 

NICU has long been identified as a challenging environment for parents. Aspects of the 

physical environment, namely the sights and sounds of NICU, have been identified as a 

frequent stressor for parents (Miles, Funk & Kasper, 1991; Raeside, 1997) and an 

obstacle to parent-infant interactions (Hutchfield, 1999; Rushton, 1999). Some effects of 

the NICU physical environment seem enduring as mothers recalled di sturbing images of 

NICU years later (Werezchzak, Shandor-Miles & Holditch-Davis, 1997). Given these 

factors and that some studies indicate the potential for increased level s of maternal 

anxiety, depress ion and di stress after preterm birth (Doering, Moser & Dracup, 2000; 

Miles, Hold itch Davi s, Burchinal & Nelson, 1999), the effect of the physical environment 

cannot be taken lightly. 

1.1.3 Family-Centred Care (FCC) 

Family-centred care (FCC) is a philosophy that underpins health care delivered to 

children and families (Hutchfield, 1999). Recognition of the family as the constant in a 

child ' s life (Shelton & Stepnanek, 1995) and health professionals caring for the baby and 

family as one unit (Beresford, 1997a) are fundamental views within descriptions of FCC. 

Once being viewed as visitors, parents are now the focus of care in NICU, along with the 

infant (Fenwick, Barclay & Schmied 200 I; Hutchfield, 1999). Consequently, providers of 

neonatal care are now required to consider the impact of the NICU environment not only 

on the infant but also on the family. 

Guidelines for practice of FCC philosophies reflect the above broad critical elements, but 

it is recognised that parents in NICU have unique issues (Hutchfield, 1999). For instance, 
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NICU parents have a new infant that they do not know and often parent and infant are 

separated (Dobbins, Bohlig & Stephen, 1994). Thus, establishing a parent-infant 

relationship and initiating care-giving by parents is said to be a prime focus of FCC 

practice in NICU (Siegal, Gardner, & Merenstein, 2004). Therefore the underlying 

principle of this research was how the NICU physical environment can promote active 

involvement of parents in the care of their infant. 

1.1.4 Healing by Design 

In the past hospital environments were designed for efficiency, and to incorporate 

technology in intensive care settings, Currently there is a philosophical shift to focus 

hospital design on the needs of patients and their families. Alongside these philosophies 

are recommended standards for hospital and NICU design. The notion that the quality of 

healthcare surroundings can improve patient and family outcomes, called 'healing by 

design', has been suggested by Horsburgh ( 1995). New directions in the design of NICUs 

highlight the potential for the physical environment to optimise family interaction with 

infants and encourage" .. . long stays at the bedside" (Philbin , 2004, p.340). Many of the 

current guidelines and standards for NICU design are based on expert opinion (White, 

2006). The cost of new facilities within a financially constrained health care system 

means information on the effectiveness of ICU redesign projects is essential. Experts 

are therefore calling for evidence based redesign and for recommendations to be based on 

research (Shepley, 2002; White, 2003). 

1.2 Changing Rooms in NICU 

In October 2004 the NICU at National Women's Hospital (NWH) in Auckland, New 

Zealand relocated to the new Auckland City Hospital (ACH). The principal redesign 

objectives were to further support infant neurodevelopment, to improve family space at 

the bedside and to provide an efficient and functional unit for staff. Cot-space was 

increased in all levels of care throughout the new NICU. Provision of a designated 

parental chair and locker within each cot space offered a more defined family space. This 

relocation presented a unique opportunity, to not only seek parental perceptions of the 
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physical environment of NICU, but also to evaluate the impact of the new design 

concepts. 

1.2.1 Personal Statement 

My motivation for 'healing by design' began six years ago. In my role as a NICU nurse 

educator, it was customary to tour the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). The PICU 

was not purpose built and the nine intensive care beds where all visible to each other. As 

we toured the unit it was difficult not to focus on the activity of a central bed. A boy had 

been admitted critically ill with meningococcal B meningitis. By the end of our tour it 

was obvious that the young boy had arrested and full resuscitation was in progress. A 

nurse hurried around the bed trying to achieve some privacy with an inadequate screen. 

The sound of his mother wailing is something I will never forget and the horrified look 

on the faces of the other parents in the rooms. As NICU nurses, one would think you 

would be somewhat desensitised to intensive care drama, however, we all left a little 

traumatised and thinking that in NICU we do better. Over the ensuing years there have 

been times when I have been reminded of this incident and how the NICU physical 

environment has fallen well short of a respectful and nurturing place for infants, parents 

and staff. 

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 

The aim of the study was to describe and compare parental perceptions of the physical 

environment of two NICUs, with a focus on the infant rooms and the immediate infant 

cot space. Additionally, it is anticipated that insights into the effectiveness of changes in 

room design may be revealed. The specific research objectives were to: 

I. Describe parental perceptions of the physical environment within the infant rooms at 

NWH and ACH NICUs. 

2. Compare differences in parental perceptions between the physical environment of the 

original NICU at NWH and the redesigned NICU at ACH. 
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1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter One has outl ined the thesis and commences the discussion around the impacts 

that the physical environment has on health and the importance of quality design of 

healthcare faci lities. The research study 'Changing Rooms in NICU' has been introduced 

to describe and compare parental perceptions of the physical environments of NWH and 

ACH NlCUs. Justification for the study relates to environmental issues for the key 

participants in NICU: infants, nurses and parents. Finally, the purpose of the study and 

the research aims are outlined. 

Chapter Two presents a review of three key areas of literature. Firstly reviewed is 

existing knowledge on the theories and guidel ines relevant to the impact the physical 

environment has on health, and the design of hospitals. Secondly, the past and current 

design of NICU is discussed and new directions for NICU design examined. Finally, the 

previous research on parental perceptions of the physical environment of NICU is 

reviewed, ending with a discussion on the commonly utili sed research instruments. 

Chapter Three outlines the design of the study and the methods used to answer the 

research questions. Ethical issues relevan t to thi s study are detailed and discussed. The 

physical characteristics of the two NICUs are outl ined and illustrated. Data co llection is 

described, along with justification and explanation of the analyti cal procedures used. 

Finally the validity of the study is discussed. 

Chapter Four presents the results from the three parts of the questionnaire: parent and 

infant demographics, the rating scale and the responses to the open-ended questions. The 

rating scale and demographic data are summarised in tables and figures. Themes derived 

from the parental responses to the open-ended questions are presented and discussed 

further in Chapter Five. 

Chapter Five discusses in detail the research findings from the rating scale and the open

ended questions in rel ation to the research questions, the literature and clinical practice. 

Strengths and limitations of the study are addressed. 
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Chapter Six concludes by summarising the key findings of the study and offers 

suggestions for the future design of NICUs. Practice implications for nurses are discussed 

and future research possibilities outlined. 
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2.0 Chapter Two: The Literature Review 

This chapter presents the literature review related to the physical environment of NICU. 

It describes, critiques and analyses available literature related to the physical environment 

of healthcare facilities and its impact on health, with a focus on parents with an infant in a 

NICU. Also included is literature related to the design of hospitals and NICUs. 

Although this literature search was undertaken prior to the commencement of the study, 

due to the topical nature of NICU design and the lack of information, an automatic Ovid 

search was established throughout the project with a constant update of the review. 

Medline, CINAHL and PsycINFO were the principal databases searched. The key words 

used to source literature were healing, healing environments, design of hospitals, design 

of ICUs and NICUs, as well as parents' perceptions, experiences and attitudes to NICU 

environment. Additionally, relevant medical, nursing and architectural texts were 

sourced. 

The literature review is structured into three areas, commencing with a background on the 

impacts the physical environment has on health from a nursing and healthcare 

perspective. Theories, philosophies and guidelines related to the design of hospitals in 

general are briefly overviewed and discussed. The past and current designs of NICUs are 

then described and discussed along with an analysis of the new directions in design with 

links to the current study established. Lastly, research related to parents experience of the 

physical environment of NICU is examined and critiqued, and the frequently used 

research instruments discussed. 

2.1. The Physical Environment of Healthcare 

2.1.1 Nursing Perspectives 

The environment is defined broadly m nursmg literature and includes physical and 

psychological aspects that affect individuals (Keegan, 2005; Watson, 1979). Keegan 
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(2005) wrote that it is "Everything that surrounds an individual or group of people: 

physical, social, psychologic, cultural or spiritual. .. " (p. 276). 

2.1.1.1. Florence Nightingale 

Florence Nightingale was a visionary force in emphasising the role of the physical 

environment in health promotion and healing (Fontaine, Briggs, & Pope-Smith, 200 I; 

Pfettscher, 2006; Stichler, 200 I). As far back as 1859, Nightingale advocated that the 

patients' external environment not only enhanced recovery but cou ld prevent disease as 

well (Nightingale, 1924 ). Pfettscher (2006) suggests that although the term environment 

was never used or defined by Nightingale, six key environmental components 

(ventilation, light, warmth, cleanliness, diet and noise) were described in detail. Fontaine 

et al. (200 I) credited Nightingale as one of the first to highlight issues such as the design 

of hospital wards and sensory stimulation in hospitals. For example, Nightingale ( 1924) 

advocated the beneficial effects of natural light and windows with outside views for 

patients. Also advocated was quietness as " ... unnecessary noise hurts the patient" 

(Nightingale, 1924, p. 25), as well as the positive influence of beautiful objects (such as 

flowers) and colour. 

Nightingale ( 1924) writings imply a responsibility by nurses for creating healthy physical 

surroundings for patients. Pfettscher (2006) proposes that Nightingale believed that: "The 

nurse had to control the environment to protect the patient from physical and 

psychological harm" (p.76). Nightingale, therefore, introduced the potential for nurses to 

heal by modifying the patient's physical environment (Fontaine et al., 200 I; Pfettscher, 

2006). 

2.1.1.2 Contemporary Theories and Models 

The nurse theorist Jean Watson also identified the significance of the physical 

environment on health (Neil & Marriner Tomey, 2006). Based on 'carative factors', 

Watson's theory (1979) advocated the "Provision for a supportive, protective and (or) 

corrective mental, physical, socio-cultural and spiritual environment" (p. 81 ). Included 

was privacy for patients with the need to provide " ... protective private environments" 
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(Watson, 1979, p. 93). This entailed the psychological aspects of pri vacy, not just 

confidentiality of in formation or the physical exposure of patients (Watson, I 979). L ater, 

Watson ( 1988) introduced the concept of hospital-related stress for patients that included 

sensory overload and identified that patients have a need for aesthetically pleasant 

surroundings, which have a therapeutic effect. 

M ore recently, Watson ( 1999) claimed that the architectural design of many 

contemporary hospitals falls well short of healing environments. While encouraged by 

current perspecti ves for hospital design, Watson ( 1999) suggested a more rad ica l and 

expansive shift, and urged nurses to become 'ontological architects' (p. 257) creating or 

facilitating healing spaces that embrace traditi onal and non traditional modalities of care. 

Neil and M arriner T oomey (2006) identify a problem with Watson's theory ( 1979) and 

i ts refinements ( 1988, 1999). Increasing technology is identified as a speci fi c challenge 

when apply ing Watson's theory to contemporary practi ce (Nei l & M arri ner Toomey, 

2006). However, current healthcare design perspecti ves seem to be looking for ways 

where humanistic environments and technology can co-ex ist (Gordin & Johnson, 1999). 

The impacts of the physical environment on health are included in other nursing theories 

but in a less explicit manner (Holaday, 2002; Roy & Zhan, 2006). Johnston's ( 1980) 

Behavioural System Model in Nursing Practice, Neu man's ( 1982) Systems M odel and 

Roy's Adaptation Model ( 1984) all highlight the potential for an indi vidual's health 

status to be affected by environmental stressors (Johnston, 1980; Neuman, 1982; Roy, 

1984). 

2.1.1.3 Holism and Healing 

The holistic nature of nursing is a prevailing concept that draws nurses' attention to the 

physical environment of patients (Keegan, 2005; Nightingale, 1924; Watson, 1979). 

Yeldham (2000) described a holisti c approach as a synergy of " ... integrations of body

mind-spirit and the environment" (p. 22). Holistic care takes account of the 'whole 
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person' and in doing so includes the influence the physical environment has on health; it 

has unique connections to hea ling (Jackson, 2004; Kritek, 1997). 

The creation of healing environments for patients, by modify ing the physical 

surroundings, is advocated in nursing philosophy and theory (Nightingale, 1924; Watson, 

1979). Healing is a familiar term in healthcare and features within discussions on how to 

design hospitals and NICUs (Altimier, 2004; Horsburgh, 1995). With a range of potential 

definitions, Kritek ( 1997) suggested that individuals and disciplines acquire their own 

meanings of healing based on worl dviews and cultural expectations. While healing is 

often approached from a purely physiological level only (Hill , 1997), it is more 

commonly described as a process or acti vi ty that promotes the integrity of the whole 

person (Jackson, 2004; Kritek, 1997). T herefore, healing is relevant when considering 

hospi tal environments for patients and families as the impacts from the physical 

environment are not only physiological but psychological and social as well. 

2.1.2 Healing Environments 

Physical environments that promote heal ing are not new, with the earl y Greeks creating 

spas to restore health 2000 years ago (Stichler, 200 1 ). Only recently, however, have 

concepts of healing been applied to the design of modern buildings. Much of the 

literature on healthy buildings is from Carol Venol ia's I 988 seminal work. Venolia 

( 1988) accentuated how the developed world has evolved into predominately an ' indoor 

world' (p. 5), with the plethora of factori es and multistory buildings. A rtifi cial physical 

environments are created, sealed off from the outside natural surroundings. Indi viduals 

rather than being enriched by these environments, can be adversely affected, commonly 

termed the 'sick building syndrome' (Venolia, 1988). 

The merits of healing environments do extend beyond the definition of to 'do no physical 

harm ' (Venolia, 1988, p.6). Venolia ( 1988) stated that " Physical places limit us, 

challenge us, support us, bore us, and excite us." (p. 3). It is not just the physical 

components of buildings that influence health but also how a place 'feels' . 
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Venolia (1988) maintained that you know when you are in a healing environment: "No 

analysis is required. You feel welcome, balanced and at one with yourself and the world. 

You feel relaxed and stimulated, reassured and invited to attend. You feel at home" (p. 

7). Healing spaces are created out of an interplay of factors. Buildings that provide links 

with nature and culture, allow for privacy, offer meaningful and varying stimuli, and 

encourage relaxation are advocated as healing spaces (Venolia, 1988). Important design 

strategies for healing environments include the use of symbols (such as cultural icons) 

and environmental messages (connections with the outside world such as nature), the 

provision of suitable lighting and sound levels, good indoor air quality, a comfortable 

thermal environment, and the use of appropriate colours and art (Horsburgh, 1995; 

Ulrich, 1997; Venolia, 1988). 

2.1.3 Hospitals as Healing Spaces 

Hospitals, modern day centres of healing, have rarely been designed as healing centres. 

One reason for this could be that hospitals tend to focus on curing rather than healing. 

Landis ( 1997) stated that curing focuses on disease and treatments rather than restoring 

general well being and long term health for patients, or addressing psychological issues 

such as stress . Another impediment to healing hospital environments is the current 

pressures hospitals face. As providers drive services into outpatient and community 

settings, hospital patients are sicker these days and many healthcare services resemble 

critical care units (Ulrich, 1997). Consequently, hospitals are planned to encompass 

increasing technology and staff functional efficiency. Horsburgh ( 1995) described some 

present day hospitals as large technological factories that are dehumanising. 

More commonly, hospital environments are identified as sources of physiological and 

psychological stress (Miles et al., 1991; Nightingale, 1924; Ulrich, 1992). Illness itself is 

often accompanied by stress for the patient and likewise can affect families (Anisaman & 

Merali, 1999; Ulrich, 1992). This is concerning as stress and emotions can in turn affect 

health and predisposition to disease. Mostly identified are associations between stress and 

impairment of the immune system. Possible health consequences are said to be 

susceptibility to infection, delayed wound healing and the more controversial, 
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progression of cancer (Lovallo, 2005). Consequently, instead of hospitals aiding recovery 

and fostering coping with stress, the opposite may occur: patients with additional stress 

from the physical environment. Interestingly, one suggested therapy for stress reduction 

in the literature is the provision of the healing environment (Lovallo, 2005). 

Many critical care units , while life sustaining, still contain aversive physical 

environments (Donchin, 2002). Consequences include sleep deprivation and altered 

sensory input resulting in psychological problems called ICU syndrome, a well 

documented complication affecting patients (Dyer, 1995; Fountaine et al., 200 I ; Stichler, 

200 I). The American Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN) has actively published 

environmental concerns of ICUs and promotes healing designs based on the needs of 

patients and families (Fountaine et al., 200 I; Stichler, 200 I). Commonly, however, when 

hospitals and services are rebuilt or remodelled, it is the recommended design standards 

that guide projects, not concepts of healing. 

2.1.3.1 Design Standards 

Standards on hospital design are evident in the healthcare literature but mainly with 

respect to adult ICUs and NICUs (Guidelines for Intensive Care Unit Design, 1995 ; 

Standards for Intensive Care, 1997 ; White, 2006). It was surpri sing to find only two 

published standards on the design of ICUs, with no evidence that they have been updated. 

The standards are comprehensive on the functionality, structure and safety aspects of 

ICUs. Allocation of space, the provi sion of privacy, use of colour and art and facilities for 

families are less emphasised and absent in the ea e of the Intensive Care Society 

(Standards for Intensive Care, 1997). It therefore needs to be questioned whether 

recommended design standards do guide the creation of healing physical environments in 

hospital s. Fountaine et al. (2001) suggested that while there has been some improvement, 

the provision of a healing environment, goes beyond most recommended standards. 

2.1.3.2 Healing By Design 

With the fairly recent collaboration of nursing, medical and architectural disciplines on 

hospital design, provision of a healing environment has emerged as an important element 
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(Bell, Graven, Shelpley, Rubin & Urlich, 1997). The promise to 'heal by design' 

(Horsburgh, 1995) has begun to change how healthcare environments are rebuilt or 

modified (Stichler, 200 I). 

Despite this, only one theory guiding the design of healing hospital environments is 

evident in the literature. Robert Ulrich ( 1997), a prominent architect with a passion for 

healthcare design, proposed a theory of 'Supportive Design for Healthcare Facilities'. 

The theory is underpinned by a central concept of stress reduction for patients, family and 

friends. Broad concepts firstly incorporate enhancing the patient's sense of control 

through the provision of added privacy and the ability for the patient to control their own 

immediate environment, such as sound and light levels. Secondly providing access to 

social support by creating facilities that welcome visitors and enhance socialisation. 

Finally, offering positive distractions, such as views of nature and art to reduce patient 

stress (Ulrich, 1997). While Ulrich (1997) did not directly refer to healing, the theory's 

concepts (privacy, socialisation, aesthetic nature) correlate with the previously mentioned 

healing elements for hospital environments (Nightingale, 1924; Yenolia, 1988; Watson, 

1979). Ulrich ( 1997) emphasised the need for further research to substantiate the theory 

and that supportive design can improve patient outcomes. 

2.1.3.3 Patient Outcomes 

Claims that patient outcomes are improved from supportive hospital design have been 

made (Horsburgh, 1995; Rubin & Owens, 1996; Urlich , 1997). Urlich ( 1997) commented 

that research focused on physiological aspects, such as the effects of light and sound, and 

neglected psychological outcomes. The outcomes of good design leading to supportive 

healthcare environments include reduced stress and anxiety for patients and families, 

reduced pain, improved cognitive and mental functioning, improved patient satisfaction 

and the potential for shortened hospital stays (Bell et al., 1997; Rubin & Owens, 1996). 

Bell et al. (1997) acknowledged the lack of research on patient outcomes from supportive 

hospital design, seen as crucial as they also influence funding decisions. 
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2.1.3.4 Challenges to Healing by Design 

Creating a healing environment is described as a daunting Lask in hospilal s, and 

particularly challenging in high technological areas such a. intensive care faci li ties like 

NICU (Fontaine et al. , 200 I ). The large degree of technical details necessary for patient 

safety in intensi ve care settings can override more nurturing design aspect (for instance 

art and colour). The biggest challenge, however, is said to be cost. In financially 

constrained environments, design must be seen as benefici al as well as cost effective 

(Ulrich, 1997). The notion that design can improve health outcomes has been difficult to 

prove, and thi s innuences what managers finance. Experts stres. the need for research 

that elicits patient and family feedback (Bell et al., 1997) uch as that proposed in thi s 

study. Nevertheless, some headway has been made with descripti ons of newly designed 

faci lities (Diaz Azcu ly, 1992; Horsburgh, 1995). 

2.2 The Design of NICU 

NICU is rarely recognised as a healing environment for parents. Early discussions in the 

literature about the design of the ICU environment were sparse and in fant focused 

(Brown, 1984). It was not till the early to mid 1990s that parents were even mentioned in 

literature related to N ICU de ign (Smith, 1994; White & Newbold, 1995). Documented 

are redesign goals, des ign, planning and implementation of reconfigurations of existing 

NICUs or relocation to new faci liti es (Altimier, 2000; Beresford , 1997 b; Bowie, Hall , 

Faulker & Anderson, 2003; Brown & Taquino, 200 I ; Hennessy, 2000; Loring, 1998; 

Yestral , 1999). That the need for increased parental accommodation and pleasant 

surrounding · (Beresford, 1997 b; Loring, 1998) ha moved to design projects based on 

famil y centred care principles (Bowie et al. , 2003) indicates some progression. Although, 

the NICU as a healing environment, is still being questioned (Altimier, 2004). 

2.2.1 NICU as a Healing Space 

Typically NICUs are referred to as overcrowded, noisy, brightly lit, and chaotic 

environments that lack privacy for parents (Brown & Taquino, 200 I ; Smith, 1994; White, 
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& Newbold, 1995). Providing a more therapeuti c environment for parents is seen as a 

quality measure aimed for within some current redesign initiatives (Forsythe, 1995; 

Loring, 1998; Vestal, 1999). Despite this, the only spec ific mention of 'healing in NICU ' 

in the literature stems from Altimier 's (2004) review on NICU healthcare facilities. 

Altimier (2004) implored prov iders when redesigning to consider elements (light, colour, 

noise reduction and pri vacy) that may be healing for anxious parents i n NICU. As with 

adult ICUs, it is the recommended standards that tend to guide the design of N ICUs. 

2.2.2 NI CU Design Standards 

The United States of America (USA) leads the world in the formation of guidelines fo r 

NICU design. The A merican Recommended Standards for Newborn ICU Design were 

formed collaborati vely by a group of neonatalogists, nurses, architects, and heal th care 

planners and publi hed in 1992, w ith regular updates since (Whi te, 2006). Included in the 

comprehen i ve standards are space requirements at the in fan ts' cot side, room 

configuration (number of in fants per room), lighting, noise and thermal control, and the 

provision of facilities for parents that included pri vacy. One strength of these standards is 

the movement towards a healing environment for parents and taff re flected in the regular 

updates. The most recent update (White, 2006) recommend daylight in infant rooms, 

acce to nature and the use of positi ve distraction , such as nature and art. In recognition 

of fi nancial constraints within NICU design, White (2006) highlights that the standards 

are minimum and services need to tri ve for additional change. 

Currently no New Zealand or Australian NICU design standards ex ist but there is 

agreement that appropriate guidelines are necessary (Kuschel & Roy, 2005). K uschel and 

and Roy (2005) offered no reason why the American standards may not be appropriate 

for Australasian NICUs. It has been suggested, however, that some of the American 

standards are a marketing strategy for the highly competitive pri vate health care market 

(Stichler, 200 I ). M ostly discussed in the literature are the new directions in NICU design, 

some of which are said to be costly and controversial. 
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2.2.2.1 New Directions in NICU Design 

Increasing space at the cot-side and reducing the number of infants in rooms are the new 

ideas in the design of NICU infant rooms. The impetus for these new directions stems 

from the beliefs that these design changes can support the developing preterm infants' 

fragile neurological system, chiefly by reducing sound and light levels (Harris, Shepley, 

White, Kolberg & Harrell, 2006; White, 2003). From the parental point of view, extra 

cot-side space and fewer infants in clinical rooms offers added privacy and 

confidentiality, and may increase a sense of belonging for parents in NICU (Altimier, 

2004; White, 2006). 

Space Allocation 

While it is acknowledged that many NICUs are overcrowded (Brown & Taquino, 200 I; 

Smith, 1994; White & Newbold, 1995), evidence is only apparent in one recent study. 

Kuschel and Roy's (2005) environmental audit of Australasian neonatal services revealed 

a median of 11.1 m2 (range 5.5-18 m2
) per cot in Level 3 rooms, below the USA 

recommended standard of 14m2 for intensive care beds (White, 2006). The median for 

Level 2 cot spaces was only 5.8m2 (range 2.3-l 5.6m2). well under the suggested I 1.2m2 

(White, 2006). As parental involvement in infant care in Level 2 rooms is greater due to 

impending infant discharge, this result is worrying. 

Ku schel and Roy (2005), pointed to an inequality in space provision between newborn 

and other ICUs. Minimum recommended bed space allocation in adult and paediatric 

ICUs range between 14m2 to 25m2 much higher than NICUs. In the case of NICU there 

still remains an emphasis on room for the incubator only and not the family. This is 

concerning as the typical day stay in NICU is longer than adult and paediatric ICUs. The 

NICU also becomes a surrogate home for some parents while their infant is hospitalised 

(Kuschel & Roy, 2005). 

There is no published research that deals specifically with NICU parents and space 

allocation at the infant cot side. However, when Dobbins et al. (1994) surveyed 207 
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families of preterm infants on parenting in NICU, the most frequent environmental 

concern was lack of space at the infant's cot-side. Fifty-four percent of parents reported 

lack of space as an impediment to assumption of their parental role. This is an important 

finding given that alteration of parental role is consistently the highest stressor for NICU 

parents (Miles et al., I 991; Miles, Funk & Kasper, 1992; Shields-Poe & Pinelli, 1997). 

Given the high construction cost of added space in NICU rooms, and only one study 

(Dobbins et al., 1994) suggesting space impairs parenting, it is not surprising that some 

neonatal services are still to be convinced about increasing space in NICU rooms. The 

current study will therefore seek information from parents about space at the cot-side and 

impacts of space on parenting. 

Dobbins et al.'s (1994) study was conducted in one NICU setting, and with no 

descriptions of the physical characteristics of the infant rooms, it is difficult to generalise 

these results to other NICUs. Therefore detailed descriptions of the physical layout of the 

two NICUs settings involved within this project are provided and regarded as a vital aid 

for research consumers in interpretation of study results. 

Room Configuration in NICU 

Reducing the number of infants in NICU clinical rooms is another but controversial 

design direction. Some USA NICUs have moved towards single rooms (one infant per 

room) and report positively on the experience (Bowie et al., 2003; Brown & Taquino, 

2001). White (2003) stated that while ideal, single rooms have many challenges. Firstly, 

the ability of nurses to monitor infants visually is compromised. Secondly there is the 

potential for this design to isolate staff from one another, reducing staff collaboration. 

Finally, single rooms are expensive and not affordable by all health care providers. 

Interestingly while the Consensus Committee (2002) design standards stopped short of 

advocating single room designs, the revised standards (White, 2006) go further in 

recommending this configuration. 

Published research on single room designs is limited to a recent study by Harris et al. 

(2006) that compared single room designs with multiple room configurations. Harris et 
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al. (2006) found that parents in single bedded rooms actively sought privacy and 

controlled their own levels of privacy, compared to those in multi bedded rooms. In the 

multi-bedded rooms nurses were observed to be the main controllers of privacy. No 

details were offered on the number of parents observed and parents were not surveyed 

about their privacy needs. Notably, Harris et al. (2006) commented that parent to parent 

contact was uncommon in the single rooms. While White (2003) emphasised staff 

isolation in single room designs, the potential for parents to be isolated from other parents 

within single room designs also exists (Harris et al., 2006). 

It seems locally that multi bedded NICU rooms still remain the norm. Kuschel and Roy's 

(2005) Australasian survey reported that the median number of infants in Level 3 rooms 

is 6.0 (range 1.6-20) and in Level 2 rooms 8.8 (range 3.5-20). There is a sense in the 

literature that reducing the number of infants in NICU rooms should be aimed for but that 

single room configuration needs more research (Kuschel & Roy, 2005). 

2.2.3 NI CU Redesign Research 

Only one published study was found where research was integrated into a NICU redesign 

project, similar to the current study. Shepley (2002) reported on a pre-design and post 

occupancy analysis of a modification of a NICU. Infants previously located in closed 

bays (four to six infants per room) were relocated to an open plan unit; a departure from 

the current trend towards individual rooms (White, 2003). The new NICU, however, did 

have 60% more room with partial individualised bed-spaces. Results from the 

measurement of staff activity (using behavioural mapping) did not support the hypothesis 

(p=O.O I) that more time would be spent with infants and families in the remodified 

NICU. Nevertheless, findings from the staff questionnaire regarding supportiveness of 

families, suggested the new facility was performing well (Shepley, 2002). 

Shepley's (2002) study offers valuable insights into the complexities of research around 

unit redesign that guided the present study. One problem was the different sample sizes 

(12 staff members in I 993 compared to 27 in 1997) between the two time frames that 

undermined the integrity of the statistical analysis. Staff were asked to assess parental 
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perceptions of the new NICU. Previous research, however, has shown that staff 

assessment of issues for parents in NICU has not always been congruent with how 

parents feel (Hutchfield, 1999; Raeside, 1997; Rushton , 1990). The present study 

therefore intends to consult parents directly about their perception of the physical 

environment. 

A number of additional flaws exist in the study by Shepley (2002) and therefore the 

results need to be interpreted with caution. The response rate was low (50%) with only 

ten questionnaires returned and staff participants chosen by the unit director. The staff 

quest ionnaire was performed only in the post occupancy stage and was not validated for 

NICU the environment. 

2.3 Parental Experiences of the NICU Physical Environment 

This section of the literature review examines and analyses information on the parental 

experiences of the visual, auditory and interior design of the NICU environment. 

Secondly, influences of the physical environment on the psychosocial aspects of being a 

parent in NICU are reviewed and critiqued. Finally, research instru ments that provided 

the majority of information on parental experiences of NICU are discussed. 

2.3.1 Visual Experiences 

Light is a potent visual st imulus and has been mostly identified as a barrier to healing in 

hospital s (Fontaine et al., 2001; Yenolia, 1988). The benefits of natural light in patient 

rooms and maintenance of natural patterns of lighting to enhance normal circadian 

rhythms has been shown (Fontaine et al., 2001; Ulrich, 1997; Yenolia, 1988; Vinall, 

1997). Artificial lighting has been criticised in the literature, particularly standard 

fluorescent lighting known to be glaring, stressful and leading to patient fatigue (Fontaine 

et al., 200 I; Venolia, 1988). 

Light levels in NICUs remain high, designed for technology and clinical activities. Lotas 

( 1992) reported wide variations in the amount of light or luminance (lux) of 400-900, 
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higher than the recommended standard of 10-600 (lux) (White, 2006). Yet lighting needs 

in NICU are complex and the disparate needs of low li ghting levels for infants, and the 

higher levels required for clinical activities, are challenges in achieving recommended 

goals (White, 2004). Therefore multiple adjustable options for lighting that can be 

individualised for each cot space are necessary to meet the multifaceted needs of infant, 

fami lies and staff. 

Less considered are comfortable li ght levels for families in NICU. Constant glaring 

lighting can contribute to the 'bewildering sight ' (White, 2004, p.326). Low lighting can 

create mood, soothe the high tech environment and may also influence sound levels 

(Altimier, 2004; Rhea, 2004). Lighting along with other environmental and parental 

factors can also influence the overall visual image of NICU for parents. 

Shields-Poe and Pinelli's (1997) large descriptive correlational study in two NICU 

centres used the Parental Stressor Scale: NICU (PSS: NICU), to measure parental stress 

levels, which were generally found to be moderate and infant related. One factor that 

aggravated stress was if parents first saw their infant in NICU (p < 0.005), rather than at 

birth. This introduces the proposition that initially the visual physical appearance of 

NICU is stressful for parents. The large sample (n = 212), included fathers and whether 

parents had prior experience of a NICU ( 16% of mothers and 14% of fathers). Interviews 

with 36 mothers of premature infants added support to these findings (Paddon & Glenn, 

1997). Seventy percent of mothers described the first sight of NICU as frightening and 

daunting even through their infants were not medically fragile. However, the number of 

mothers who had a previous infant in a NICU, was not described, which may have 

influenced the maternal responses. 

Mothers of preterm infants who previously had healthy newborns in Brady-Fryer's 

(1994) small phenomenological study, were also shocked by the initial appearance of 

NICU. The environmental aspects that mothers were distressed by included the 

appearance of their infant, and the sights and sounds of NICU (Brady-Fryer, 1994). Initial 

images of NICU may be lasting. Ninety percent of mothers portrayed first visits to NICU 
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as 'shocking ' when interviewed three years after the di scharge of their infants from 

NICU (Wereszczak et al. , 1997). Infant related aspects were most di stress ing for mothers. 

Only one third of mothers recalled stress from initial impressions related to the physica l 

environment. These results are retrospective and mothers' images of the NICU physical 

environment may have faded with time. Affonso et al. ( 1992) and Miles et al. ( 1991 ) also 

found that parenta l perceptions change overtime. 

Whether parents had a preparatory tour of NICU was not reported in the previous studies 

and may have also had a bearing on the initi al impress ions. Griffin , Kavanau gh, Soto and 

White 's (2003) naturali st study in vo lving 13 parents showed that a tour of NICU was 

reassurin g and reduced parental di stress. Raeside's ( 1997) interviews with 12 mothers 

revealed that the preparatory tours helped , but did not protect from the initi al di sturbing 

perceptions. How useful preparatory tours are is rarely explored and compromised by 

small sample sizes mainly from a maternal point of view. 

2.3.1.1 Technology 

Multiple machines, bleeping li ghts and an array of wi res and tubes attached to sick tiny 

babies form characteristic images of a NICU (Lupton & Fenwick, 200 I ). In Miles et al. 's 

( 1991 ) study of 122 pare nts, using the PSS : NICU, the visual appearance of monitors and 

equipment was not found to be a signifi cant stressor for parents. Affonso et a l. ( 1992) 

asked 36 mothers to li st and rate positive and negative stressors at different time periods 

durin g their infant 's hosp ita li sation. In the second to third week of hospitali satio n, 

technology was viewed as the fifth most stressfu l component and was an endless 

reminder to parents that their infants were sick. Yet technology was also seen posi tively 

as " .. . keeping my baby alive" (Affonso et al., 1992, p.69). Therefore, parents viewed 

technology, as both stressful and reassuring, essential for their sick infant (Affonso et al., 

1992). Neither of these studies by Affonso et al. ( 1992) and Miles et al. ( 1991 ) explored 

how technology dominated and intruded on family space, and caused crowding in 

intensive care rooms. Gordin and Johnson ( 1999) argue that technology has increased 

since the early 1990s and has a greater environmental effect in NICU rooms. 
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While the experience of fatherhood in NICU is under represented in literature, the few 

published studies indicate that fathers have a heightened technical interest. Several 

studies (Miles,et al., 1992; Perehudoff, 1990; Shields- Poe & Pinelli, 1997) have found 

fathers less stressed from the sights and sounds of NICU compared to mothers. Lundquist 

and Jakobsson (2003) interviewed eight Swedish fathers of preterm infants and found 

fathers focused on equipment and technology in NICU. Technology was also an 

important vehicle for fathers to gather information and gain comfort and security from. 

2.3.1.2 Other Sick Infants 

Another visual influence often forgotten is the emotional impacts of seeing other 

critically ill infants, within close proximity to a parent ' s own sick infant. Parents rated 

other sick infants in clinical rooms as the most stressful sight in NICU (Miles et al., 

1991 ). Retrospectively parents recalled" . .. all the sick and dying infants and the stress of 

knowing there was so much sadness in NICU" (Wereszczak et al., 1997, p.36). 

2.3.2 Auditory Experiences 

Noise is a known impediment to providing healing surroundings, particularly in ICUs and 

NICUs (Kellman, 2002; Philbin, 2004;Venolia, 1988). The main contributors of noise in 

hospitals are staff talking and machinery (Ulrich, 1997). NICUs have struggled to reduce 

noise with reports of mean sound levels between 61- 73 dBs (Johnson, 2003; Levy, 

Woolston & Browne, 2003), higher than the recommended 45 - 60 dBs (Philbin & 

Evans, 2006). As care becomes more critical in NICU, sound level increase, confirmed 

by Levy et al. (2003) who compared sound levels in five Level 3 and Level 2 nurseries. 

Level 3 nurseries were significantly (p=OOO I) noisier than Level 2 nurseries. 

Given the high rates of auditory loss in neonatal populations, research has tended to focus 

on sound levels for preterm infants (Philbin & Evans, 2006). Noise, however, as a 

stressor for parents, cannot be ignored. Some parents are exposed to the NICU 

environment for lengthy periods of time. The physiological effects of intense sound can 

result in sleep disruption, hypertension, headaches, mental fatigue and a reduced immune 

response (Kahn et al., 1998; Venolia, 1988) . Thomas and Martin's (2000) review on 
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sound levels and NICU parents revealed that loud background noise can affect the quality 

of parent-nurse communications at the cot s ide. This is concerning, as li stening and 

talking is vital for coping in NICU parents (Brady- Fryer, 1994) . 

Strategies to mediate the effects of noise in NICU include scheduled quiet times 

throughout nursing shifts, technological advancements (such as monitors with silent 

pagers) and modification of staff behaviours by education and environmental protocols 

(Johnson, 2003; Strauch, Brandt & Edwards-Beckett, 1993; Zwick, 1993). Despite all of 

thi s, Johnson (2003) maintains it still remains challenging to consistentl y reduce sound to 

the recommended leve ls. 

Consequently, experts c laim that most benefits are architectural in nature (Kellman , 

2002; Philbin, 2004; Walsh-Sukys, Reitenbach, Hudso n-Barr & DePompei , 200 I ). 

Philbin (2004) stated that decreasing the number of infants in rooms with greater space 

around each cot has the potential to reduce overall sound levels as well as moderate noise 

leve ls from monitors. Complementary to thi s is the use of acoustic ceiling tiles and sound 

absorptive surfaces such as carpet (Kellman, 2002 ). 

Noise from alarms features highly within research of the parental ex perience of NICU. 

One mother in Brady-Fryer's ( 1994, p. 219) study recall s " ... you see the li ghts fl ashing 

and buzzers sounding and when it invo lves your baby, it 's a wrenchin g experience." 

Noise from monitors was reported as the second most stressfu l environmental component 

on the PSS: NICU (Miles et al., 1991 , 1992). Similarly, Raeside ( 1997) found mothers 

rated noi se from alarms the second most stressful environmental component next to heat 

intensity. The sample, however, was small (n = 12). Of the 207 parents in Dobbins et al.'s 

(1994) survey, 44 percent indicated that noi se from machinery was an impediment to 

their parenting role in NICU. Alteration in parental role is an acknowledged stressor for 

NICU parents (Miles et al., 1991 , 1992; Perehudoff, 1990). Jamsa and Jamsa's ( 1998) 

interviews revealed parents were very disturbed by the audible signals from equipment. 

Given the small sample (n = 7) and that the infants were born at full term, it could be 

argued that parents of preterm infants may have different experiences. Memories of 
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noxious noise in NICU seems enduring, with one third of mothers recalling stress from 

noise levels and monitor alarms (Wereszczak et al., 1997). The age of these studies is an 

issue as Philbin and Evans (2006) acknowledged refinements in technology have reduced 

sound levels. 

2.3.3 Interior Design and Aesthetics 

Patients, parents and families may benefit from careful consideration of interior design 

and aesthetic issues within the design of hospitals (Rhea, 2004). The aesthetic nature of 

buildings, such as colour, art and access to nature, are said to influence emotions 

(Altimier, 2004; Shelpey, 2006; Ulrich , 1992). Aesthetic qualities are mostly referred to 

as positive distractions, elements that " ... generate and reinforce positive experiences" 

(Shelpey, 2006, p. 35) to reduce patient stress and promote well being (Ulrich, 1992). 

Utilising colour as an adjunct to lighting and a means of providing a healing decor has 

been suggested for health care settings (Roeder, 1996; Zagon, 1993). A small number of 

studies have indicated that specific shades in the colour spectrum may have different 

physiological and psychological effects (Roeder, 1996; Zagon , 1993). For instance, blue, 

violet and green are viewed as soothing and relaxing (Venolia, 1988; Zagon, 1993). 

Altimier (2004), claimed that colour does add to the feel and meaning of environments, 

while sound scientific evidence is lacking on colour as a means to healing. 

Art work has also been recognised as a means of healing for patients in hospitals 

(Watson, 1979; Ulrich, 1997). Ulrich, Lunden and Etinge's ( 1993, as cited in Ulrich, 

1997) study found post operative patients viewing artwork of nature scenes reduced the 

need for analgesia, decreased blood pressure and reduced length of hospital stay. 

However, not all art work is constructive, with abstract art not achieving the same 

benefits. Art that depicts diversity of cultures, connections with nature and everyday 

living are said to enhance healing (Ulrich, 1997), but further studies are required to 

support these assertions. 
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Discussions specific to NICU settings on interior decor is limited to a small number of 

descriptions on art and colour in newly designed or refurnished NICUs (Altimier, 2004; 

Shelpey, 2006). Neutral and cool colours seem more calming and may reduce anxiety 

levels in NICU parents (Venolia, 1988; Zagon, 1993), contrary, to the tendency for 

NICUs to use bold colours and nursery themes (Altimier, 2004). Shepley (2006) writes 

that soothing art, outdoors views from infant rooms, and soft music are supportive 

aesthetic qualities for parents and families. Memorable sayings and objects, such as 

pictures of previous infants and families also enhance a healing environment for parents 

(Johnson, Abraham, & PaITish, 2004). 

2.3.4 Influences of the Physical Environment on Psychosocial Aspects 

2.3.4.1 Privacy 

Privacy, for patients in hospital s, while an important legal right (Birrell, Thomas & Jones, 

2006), is less considered in the design of hospital s (Ulrich, 1992). Back and Wikbald 

( 1998) found patients, particularly women and the elderly, valued privacy highly and 

Woogara (2005) described privacy as a basic need that is multidimensional. Mostly 

discussed is physical privacy, related to avoiding emba1nssment and protecting modesty, 

and privacy of information (Birrell et al., 2006; Woogara, 2005). Less highlighted is the 

psychological nature of privacy, where periods of so litude or private experiences, can be 

emotionally unwinding and enhance an individual' s self control (Rawnsely, 1980; 

Woogara, 2005). The provis ion of privacy may, therefore, assist with the stressful and 

challenging process of having an infant in NICU (Brady-Fryer, 1994; Fenwick et al., 

200 I; Hurst, 200 I). 

The provision of privacy relates in part to spatial concepts, also pertinent to the formal 

design of hospitals (Rawnsley, 1980; Ulrich, 1997; White, 2006). Hall's ( 1966) seminal 

work determined four important spatial zones, the intimate zone (0-18 inches), the 

personal zone ( 1.5 feet to 4 feet), the social zone ( 4 feet to 12 feet) and the public zone 

( 12 feet to 25 feet) (cited in Evans, Lepore & Allen, 2000). Usually maintained for 

friends and family, intrusion of personal space is associated with discomfort, anxiety and 

depersonalisation (Curtin, 1992; Evans et al., 2000; Glen & Jownally, 1995). However in 
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healthcare settings including NICU, intrusion into the intimate zone is also likely. From a 

healthcare perspective, added space around the bedside and the configuration of patient 

rooms are key in the provision of added privacy, along with curtains and screens that can 

in part compensate for the loss of physical and personal space (Curtin, 1992). 

More commonly discussed are cultural differences with respect to limits of privacy, and 

that privacy is predominately a western culture concept based on individualism (Evans et 

al., 2000; Giger & Davidhizar, 1990). Evans et al. (2000) warned against making such 

assumptions and along with Curtin ( 1992) concluded that privacy boundaries vary with 

culture, and with individuals. 

Provision of privacy is only mentioned in two descriptive accounts of redesign projects 

(Vestal, 1999; Wood, 2005). White (2003) argued that some parents may desire privacy 

for more intimate parental interactions, such as, skin-to-skin care and breastfeeding. 

Nygvist, Sjoden and Ewala ' s ( 1994) study supported this, where 178 breast feeding 

NICU mothers determined that embarrassment and lack of privacy was a barrier to 

breastfeeding. This Swedish study was conducted with full term infants, only in NICU 

for 1-2 days, warranting further investigation. 

How private NICUs are only emerges in recent literature. Kuschel and Roy (2005) 

performed a recent environmental survey of 26 Australasian neonatal units. Eighty 

percent of the clinical directors felt that privacy was an issue for parents within their units 

design. Five of the NICUs that reported no privacy concerns were built after 1997. 

However, judgement of levels of privacy was made by the clinical directors, and parents 

may view levels of privacy differently. Several maternal phenomenological studies 

suggest that privacy is an issue in NICU. A lack of privacy for mothers was revealed in 

Brady-Fryer's ( 1994) study and Jackson, Ternestedt and Scholl in (2003) report that 

mothers desire a private area to be with their infants in NICU. Similarly, mothers in 

Wigert, Johansson, Berg and Hellstrom's (2006) study found it often impossible to be 

alone with infants. One mother claimed in Hurst's (2001) critical ethnographic study that 

"There were so many people watching the first feeding ... " (p. 72). Other qualitative 
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works also describe mothers feeling 'watched' by nurses (Lupton & Fenwick, 2001; 

McHaffie, 1990). There is a real sense that parents in NICU have little opportunity to be 

by themselves and intimate with their infants within a safe clinical environment. 

2.3.4.2 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is an element of privacy that relates to privacy of information. In many 

western countries healthcare consumers are protected from unwanted disclosure of 

information by legislation and professional codes (Curtain, 1992). Despite this, patients 

and their families still seem vulnerable to breaches of confidentiality by the 

conversations, particularly at bedsides, in overcrowded clinical rooms. The mothers in 

Fenwick et al.'s (200 I) grounded theory study actively overheard, and ' listened' to, other 

conversations between nurses and other mothers in the nursery. This activity was 

perceived as information gathering on learning how to look after their infants, and 

determining 'what was expected' as a mother in NICU. Kowalski, Lawson and Oelberg 

(2003) surveyed 16 parents about confidentiality during ward rounds in one crowded 

NICU. Only half of parents felt that confidentiality was important, with 56 percent of 

parents stating that they did not overhear or even understand overheard information. 

Likewise, in a paediatric setting where half the study parents overheard information, only 

ten percent were concerned (Bramwell & Weindling, 2005). Evident from these small 

studies is that the potential exists for parents to hear confidential and sensitive 

information in crowded infant rooms, but whether confidentiality is a concern for parents 

needs further exploration . 

2.3.4.3 Sense of Belonging 

Increased space and the creation of discrete zones for families at the cot side, is said to 

enhance a sense of belonging for NICU parents (Johnson, et al., 2004; White, 2004). It is 

suggested in family centred care literature (Johnson, et al., 2004; Philbin, 2004) that 

parents 'personalise' incubators and cot spaces. For example, placing family photos and 

pictures around the incubator in an effort to make a more homelike environment and to 

enhance belonging. But mostly, increasing a parents sense of belonging in the NICU 

rooms is seen as encouraging 'long stays at the bedside' (Philbin, 2004, p. 340) thereby 
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encouraging increased parental caretaking of their infant. Apart from Wigert et al.'s 

(2006) phenomenological study, where mothers felt the NICU surroundings were not 

welcoming, research offers no further insight into this concept. 

2.3.4.4 Parental Social Interaction in NICU Rooms 

Social interaction and relationships between parents in NICU are viewed as a mechanism 

for strengthening social support for parents (Hughes, McCollum, Sheftel, & George, 

1994; Zahr, 1991 ). The effect of social support in assisting individuals with stressful 

events has been highlighted by McHaffie ( 1992) and Miles, Carlson and Funk (1996). 

While studies have shown key support to be partners, family members and health 

professionals (Brazy, Anderson, Becker & Becker, 200 I; Miles et al., 1996), the role of 

other parents in similar circumstances remains salient and warrants further exploration. 

It is not clear how helpful social interaction within NICU rooms is for parents . Hurst's 

(200 I) critical ethnographic study, found interaction with other parents was beneficial. 

This is supported by Dobbins et al. ( 1994) who found that parents have an overwhelming 

desire to talk with other NICU parents. Yet opinions of mothers varied in Brady-Fryer's 

( 1994) phenomenological study group, pointing to perhaps the individualistic nature of 

socialisation. Other investigations also indicated that support from other parents does not 

rate highly. Miles et al.'s ( 1996) study in three USA NICUs found that the helpfulness 

from ·other parents in NICU' rated the lowest, although maternal scores did increase 

overtime. A similar finding emerged in Ward's (2001) parental needs analysis where 42 

mothers and I O fathers in NICU rated infant focused needs first. Talking to other parents 

with an infant in a similar situation was rated within the least important needs. McHaffie 

( 1992) commented that there is little consensus on how to appropriately examine social 

support. The characteristics of the participants involved in the research are mainly white, 

educated, married, and middle class, hence findings are not reflective of wider NICU 

client groups. How helpful other parents are in NICU rooms warrants further exploration 

given the potential for parents, to be isolated in room designs with fewer infants (Harris 

et al., 2006). 
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2.3.5 Research Instruments 

The majority of information on how parents perceive the physical environment of NICU 

is provided by the PSS: NICU, a tool developed in the USA by Miles and Carter and 

modified for NICU in 1991 (Miles & Funk, 1998). This instrument is a 50 item self 

report instrument with four dimensions: infant appearance, parental role, sight and sounds 

and staff behaviours and communication. The five point Likert scale measures occurrence 

and intensity of stressors, and the 'sights and sounds' subscale measures environmental 

stressors. It contains five items related to technology, noi se and other sick infants in 

NICU rooms. The PSS: NICU has been tested for reliability with high test-retest 

reliability correlations (0.87) and internal consistencies that measure well, with Cronbach 

alpha coefficients ranging from 0.89-0.94 (Miles & Funk, 1998). More recently Franck, 

Cox, Allen and Winter (2005) tested the PSS: NICU in nine NICUs in the United 

Kingdom, with similar internal consistencies found. 

Studies using The PSS: NICU have consistently identified infant related aspects, such as 

alteration in parental role and infant 's appearance and behaviour, as most stressful for 

parents. Environmental stressors, while frequently reported, were not highly stressful 

(Duber-Shriber, 2004; Franck et al., 2005; Miles et al., 1991, 1992; Perehudoff, 1990; 

Shields-Poe & Pinelli , 1997). Spencer and Edwards (200 I) comment that these findings 

are predicable as the PSS: NICU seeks to explore the entire experience for parents, and 

parents are known to put their infant needs first (Bioloskurski, Cox & Wiggins, 2002). 

Yet conclusions that the physical environment has only a minor part to play in overall 

stress for parents have been drawn from the PSS: NICU (Miles et al., 1991 , 1992) and 

may have influenced how NICUs are designed. Not emphasised is the ability to change 

the physical env ironment to support parenting and reduce parental stress. 

Furthermore, the five items on the sights and sounds dimension (PSS: NICU, Miles et al., 

1991) are not a comprehensive environmental survey. Physical environments of NICU 

have changed since the tool was developed in I 991 (Gordin & Johnson, 1999). Raeside's 

( I 997) stress tool (adapted from the PSS: NICU) sought to be more explicit regarding the 

physical surroundings with 11 environmental items. Notably lacking in both instruments 
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is the impact of space and room configuration in infant rooms and how the physical 

surroundings support parental psychosocial needs. The absence of a research instrument 

that includes the new design directions necessitates the development of a tool specifically 

for this study. 

2.4 Summary 

Chapter Two has presented a review of the literature within three areas: The physical 

environment of healthcare, NICU design and parental experiences of the NICU physical 

environment. From the literature, nurses are interested in the physical environment of 

their patients. Modern buildings, including hospitals, can be adverse environments and 

architects now advocate 'healthy' building designs . In the case of hospitals , ' healing by 

design ' can work as a therapeutic tool, though it seems some hospital environments 

induce stress rather than relieving it. In sum, healing elements enhance the physical, 

emotional, and social environment of patients and families (Ulrich, 1997; Venolia, 1988). 

Despite this , hospitals seem slow to adopt healing concepts when rebuilding or 

modifying, possibility due to the increased cost and lack of evidence of patient outcomes. 

With the exception of light and sound, expert opinion and anecdotal accounts of new 

facilities form the basis of research. Many of the current recommendations for design of 

hospitals focus only on functional and technological components, and the need for design 

theory and healing concepts to be integrated into recommendations is evident (Ulrich, 

1997; Venolia, 1988). 

NICU as a healing environment has been critised, though current design 

recommendations include elements of healing (White, 2006). New directions for NICU 

design include increasing space at the cot-side and fewer infants in NICU rooms, with 

one study suggesting lack of space impacts on parenting (Dobbin et al., 1994). The new 

design directions are said to have effects on the psychosocial environment of parents. 

Increased privacy and a greater sense of belonging is suggested by these design changes 

(White, 2004), although decreased social interaction is a concern (Harris et al., 2006). 

However these recommendations are based on a few relatively small maternal studies of 
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the NICU experience (Brady-Fryer, 1994; Hurst, 200 I; Jackson et al., 2003) and expert 

opinion (Johnson et al., 2004; White, 2006). 

Parents found the sight of other sick infants in infant rooms distressing (Miles et al., 

1991; Wereszczak et al., 1997) and other researchers found first impressions of NICU 

stressful (Brady-Fryer, 1992; Padden & Glenn, 1997; Shields-Poe & Pinelli , 1997). The 

most frequently reported environmental concern, however, was noise from monitors 

(Brady-Fryer, 1994; Jamsa & Jamsa, 1998; Miles et al., 1991, 1992) that was a barrier to 

parenting (Dobbins et al., 1994), although technology was found to be paradoxically 

reassuring for parents (Affonso et al. , 1992). Technology was less stressful for fathers 

(Miles et al., 1992; Perehudoff, 1990; Shields-Poe & Pinelli, 1997) and an important 

means of comfort (Lundquist & Jakobsson, 2003). 

Gaps in the research on parents' perceptions and the NICU environment are apparent. 

Research directly on the impact of space at the cot side is not evident in the literature. 

The current study will explore parent ' s perceptions of space at the cot-side including 

privacy, confidentiality, sense of belonging and socialisation of parents. Research 

integrated into NICU redesign such as the current study is rare and a unique opportunity 

to describe and compare two differently configured NICUs. 

While earlier studies show noise from monitors was stressful, technological 

developments may reduce noise levels. The present study also seeks to examine parent ' s 

perceptions of noise from monitor alarms between the two NICUs. Parent's views of the 

overall sound levels in NICU rooms, and whether technology intrudes on family space, 

have not been explored and warrants investigation. It will also be interesting to examine 

whether the design changes influence parents' first impressions of NICU. The following 

chapter details the research design and method chosen to describe and compare parental 

perceptions of the NICUs at National Women's Hospital and Auckland City Hospital. 
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3.0 Chapter Three: Methodology 

This chapter details the design of the study and the methods utilised to describe and 

compare parental perceptions of National Women's Hospital (NWH) and Auckland City 

Hospital (ACH) NICUs. Descriptions of the physical characteristics of the research 

settings are outlined and illustrated to enable comparison of the two NICUs. Data 

collection and analysis techniques are described to assist with interpretation of results. 

Finally the validity of the study is discussed. 

3.1 Research Design 

The research was a non-experimental study with a comparative descriptive design that 

utilised a structured self- report questionnaire. Research design can be approached from a 

theoretical perspective, influenced by world views or perspectives on reality and the 

meaning of truth (Appleton & King, 2002; Guba & Lincoln , 1994). Polit and Beck (2004) 

and Hek (2006) advocate that research questions, derived from the aims and objectives of 

the research, are central to planning the research enquiry. Furthermore it is suggested that 

ultimately the research questions can determine the most fitting research design (Hek, 

2006; Peat, 200 I). 

Therefore this research was approached from a need to address specific problems 

identified through the researcher's clinical experience and subsequent exploration of the 

literature (Hek, 2006; Hott & Budin, 1999) on the physical environment of NICU and 

NICU redesign. The following research questions guided the research design. 

3.1.1 Research Questions 

The first research question asked "What are the parental perceptions of the physical 

environment within the NICU rooms and around the infant's proximal cot space?" As 

relatively little is known about the physical environment of NICU it was necessary to 

adopt a descriptive approach. Such an approach is appropriate when clarification of the 

nature of a situation is required (Hott & Budin, 1999; Polit & Beck, 2004). 
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The second research question asked: "Are there differences in parental perceptions of the 

physical environment of the NICU rooms and cot spaces at National Women's Hospital 

and at Auckland City Hospital ?" Descriptive designs also have the added advantage of 

allowing comparison of groups (Hott & Budin, I 999), such as the two physical 

environments of the NICUs. 

3.1.2 Hypothesis 

The research hypothesis adopted is that there will be no significant differences in parental 

perceptions between the physical environments of the NICUs at NWH and ACH. Thi s 

type of prediction is a null hypothesis (Ho) and while proposing no significant differences 

between the two physical environments, it can be statistically accepted or rejected. 

Rejection of the null hypothesis permits the researcher to accept the alternative 

hypothesis (HA), that there is a significant difference between the research variables 

(Peat, 2001; Polit & Beck, 2004). 

3.2 Methods 

A self-report questionnaire was the chosen method of data collection for the study 

(Appendix A). The questionnaire had three distinct parts: Part One was a rating scale 

developed by the researcher, Part Two open-ended questions and Part Three included 

parental and infant demographic data. 

3.2.1 Justification of Methods 

The advantage of employing a self-report questionnaire was the potential to capture a 

large sample size, therefore increasing the degree of generalisability of the study findings. 

Additionally, to justify any increased cost outlay with NICU redesign funding, providers 

traditionally require evidence of improved outcomes from a large group of parents. 

Questionnaires are also less expensive and easily administered (Peat, 200 I ; Polit & Beck, 

2004). A known weakness of questionnaires is the potential for a low response rate, 

critical for a representative sample (Peat, 2001). This, may not be the case in NICU, as it 
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is known that in such specialist groups there can be greater incentive to complete 

questionnaires and response rates can be high (de Vaus, 1999). 

Contextual factors a lso impacted on the decision to use self-report techniques. 

Anonymity for parents could be offered as parental responses could be influenced by the 

fact that their infants are sti ll being cared for in the NICU. Consequently, parents may 

tend to give responses that they believe staff may want (Hott & Budin, 1999). 

The self-report method also provided anonymity and detachment of the researcher from 

the participants. Objectivity and minimising any influence on study participants were 

seen as important factors. Firstly, the researcher was a member of the design team and 

therefore had vested a interest in the outcome (Polit & Beck, 2004). Secondly, the 

researcher was employed in the NICUs at the time of the study. This is also discussed 

from an ethical standpoint later in the chapter. 

3.3 Sampling 

3.3.1 Population 

Participants for the study were derived from a population of parents with infants in 

NICU. The intention was to recruit a total of 60 parents, 30 each from ACH and NWH. It 

was recommended to attain significant results that a statistic, a power analysis, is used to 

determine the samp le size required (Peat, 200 1 ). However, in this case, time restraints 

around the relocation to the new hospital and the ethical approval process, placed 

restrictions on the NWH sample. Practical constraints are known to restrict sample size 

(Polit & Beck, 2004) and in reality 60 parents was the largest number that cou ld be 

obtained. 

3.3.2 Criteria for Inclusion 

To be included in the study parents must have had an infant in NICU at NWH or ACH 

for greater than 72 hours, parents must be aged 18 years or older, have comprehension in 

written English, and visited their infant in NICU on at least three occasions. Parents 
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excluded were those whose infants were identified as terminally or acutely ill or parents 

who were unduly upset. Also excluded were parents of infants who had been admitted to 

other neonatal nurseries prior to transfer to NWH or ACH. 

3.3.3 Sampling Process 

Parental eligibility for the study was initially established by the researcher from the infant 

admission records. Further assessment of suitability of parental inclusion was made in 

conjunction with the Family Liaison Nurse (FLN). The FLNs role is a form of case 

management in NICU at NWH and ACH with a primary focus on supporting parental and 

family needs. FLNs were therefore the best resource to assess parental language ability, 

clinical condition of infant and emotional status of parents. 

3.4 Settings 

Both NWH and ACH NICUs had three distinct clinical areas: Level 3, Level 2 and Parent 

Infant Nursery (PIN). The Level 3 area includes intensive care cots for infants born less 

than 30 weeks gestation, infants that require ventilation and other infants that need high

dependency care. The Level 2 area (or special care) is for infants requiring less intensive 

respiratory support such as Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) or oxygen, 

infants receiving intravenous therapy or antibiotics and infants recovering from acute 

illness. PIN is a low dependency area with an emphasis on supporting parenting prior to 

discharge. It was not considered useful to compare the NWH and ACH PIN areas as the 

NWH PIN was operating temporarily with reduced numbers of infants. This situation 

resulted in atypical room configurations and may have unduly influenced the study 

results. 

The NICU at NWH was a 52 bed tertiary referral centre with 16 Level 3 and 36 Level 2 

cots. On average 1400 infants were admitted to this unit annually. The hospital was 40 

years old and the NICU was refurbished in 1991. In the new ACH NICU there was a 

reduction in cots to 46 beds, with the 16 Level 3 cots retained and Level 2 cots reduced to 

30. Parent facilities, such as waiting areas, interview rooms, mother's rooms and the 
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parent- parent support group office, remained similar in both NWH and ACH NICUs. In 

addition there were no alterations to parental access to NICU, visiting rules and sibling 

visiting. 

The original NICU at NWH and the new unit at ACH have contrasting features in the 

infant rooms (Table 3.1 ). While the rooms in both NICUs had the benefit of natural light, 

fluorescent lighting was the principal form of artificial lighting at NWH. Lighting design 

in the infant rooms at ACH included multiple options (wall lights, examination lights, 

cot-side lights) that were individualised for each cot-space, and were non-fluorescent and 

dimmable. To assist with sound reduction, acoustic ceiling tiles were included in the 

design at the new ACH facility. The interior design and aesthetics of the infant rooms 

changed from bright colours and a ' nursery' theme at NWH, to more neutral colours 

reflecting the desired 'Sleeping growing infants' image at ACH. Table 3.1 details the 

features of the Level 3 and Level 2 clinical rooms at NWH and ACH. The biggest 

difference, however, between the two NICUs was space allocation at the cot-side and the 

number of infant cots in clinical rooms, described in detail below. 

3.4.1 Level 3 Rooms 

Cot spaces in the old NWH facility were flexible, with the Level 3 rooms while 

containing four cots, could expand up to six, with a subsequent reduction in care space 

(Table 3. I , Figures 3.1 & 3.2). 
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Table 3.1 Physical Characteristics of Infant Rooms at NWH and ACH 

NICUs 

Feature;; 

Room 
Configuration 

Measurements per 

cot 

Lighting 

Sound 

design/ Aesthetics 

Technology 

Family Facilities 

NWH ACH 

4-6 infants 5-6 infants 2 infants 4 infants 

spaces 

Natural room. 

Views to outside park Views to city aml J)Mk 

Rooms positioned for sunlight- Rooms p01,1t11Dne:d shade 

curtains and blinds drawn 

Room lights fluorescent Lighting non-fluorescent with 

No individual lights except for multiple inrttv1chml 

examination light 

Facility to dim lights at night 

No measurement 

sound levels 

cabinetry with bright pink doors 

Curtains with nursery style fabric 

Artwork a variety of donated 

prints-nursery theme throughout 

unit 

Mounted on fixed head wall 
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Thi s fl ex ibility during hi gh occupanc y times is advantageous from an organi sati onal 

point of vi ew, but restri cts the care space for parents and staff. It was therefore diffi cult to 

provide parents with an identifi ed ·fami ly space' and at times over-crowding 

compro mi sed access to their in fa nt. At the new ACH ICU, the number of in fants in the 

Level 3 rooms was reduced with the roo ms bein g two bedded and no fac ilities fo r added 

in fa nts (Table 3.1 , Fi gures 3. 1 & 3.2). Hence the cot spaces at ACH offered a clearl y 

identifi ed fa mil y space with a chair and a locker fo r parents. 

Space allocati on in the NWH Level 3 roo ms of I0.3 m2 at each cot-s ide was below the 

reco mmended standards of 14m2 fo r in tensive care cots (White, 2006). There was a 

further red ucti on in cot-s ide space when addi tional in fants occupied the room. In contras t, 

cot-s ide space increased signifi cantl y in ACH Level 3 roo ms to I 7m2
, within the 

recommended standards (Table 3. 1, Fi gures 3. I & 3.2). 

3.4.2 Level 2 Rooms 

The Level 2 rooms at NWH were five bedded that ex tended to six co ts when required 

(Table 3.1 , Fi gures 3.3 & 3.4). In the Level 2 rooms at ACH the nu mber of cots was 

reduced to fo ur with defin ed cot spaces and no fac iliti es fo r added in fa nts. 

Of note is the space allocati on at NWH Level 2 roo ms of 7.3111 2 for each cot-side which 

was be low the recommended standard of I I 111
2 (White, 2006). It was not always possib le 

to offer parents sufficient room around their infant ' s cot-s ide fo r holding their infa nt and 

breastfeeding. On occas ion it was necessary fo r parents to move to other roo ms fo r these 

acti vities . While there was a more modest increase in space allocati on in the ACH Level 

2 rooms to I 0.3 111 2 (marginall y below recommendati ons), each cot-side had a predefined 

area with a mother's chair and a locker for parents (Table 3. 1, Figures 3.3 & 3.4). 
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Level 3 NWH Level 3 ACH 

Figure 3.1. Floor map displaying room configuration of cot spaces in the Level 3 areas at 

NWH and ACH NICUs. Solid lines indicate a designated cot space and dotted lines 

denote flexible cot spaces 
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NWH NICU Level 3 ACH NICU Level 3 

Figure 3.2. Photographs di spl ay ing a Level 3 roo m at NWH and one side of a Level 3 room at AC H 



Level 2 NWH Level 2 ACH 

Figure 3.3. Floor map displaying the room configuration of cot spaces in Level 2 areas at 

NWH and ACH NICUs. Solid lines indicate a designated cot space and dotted lines 

denotes flexible cot spaces 
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NWH NICU Level 2 
ACH NICU Level 2 

Figure 3.4. Photographs di spl ay ing one side of the Leve l 2 rooms at NWH and ACH 



3.5 Ethical Approval 

Ethi cal consent for the study was sought and granted from M assey Uni versity Human 

Ethics Committee (Appendi x B ) and the Auck land Ethics Committee (AKX/04/03/059) 

(Appendi x C). Approva l was also granted by the Auck land Di stri ct Health Board 

(ADHB) and the M aori Rev iew Committee from ADHB (Appendi x D & E). 

3.5.1 Ethical Considerations 

3.5.1.1 Informed Consent 

Potenti al participants vo luntaril y decided whether to partic ipate or not in research and be 

fully in formed about the study (Polit & Beck, 2004). Paren ts received an in formati on 

sheet along with the questi onnaire describing the study and detailing their ri ghts 

(Appendi x F). The in formati on sheet clearly outlined that participation was vo luntary and 

that declining participation in the study would result in no negative consequences. 

Potenti al participants were advised to take time in considering participation. Once 

in vo lved, the participants had the right to refuse to answer any particular question. 

Completion of the questi onnaire was viewed as implied consent for the study. 

The researcher" s ro le required closer ethi cal considerati on as the researcher was 

employed as a staff nurse in the ICU. Polit and Beck (2004) point to the potential for 

exp loitat ion of the nurse-pati ent relationship around the research process and in parti cul ar 

pressure for patients to participate w ith penalties if they elect to not. Therefore, the 

questionnaire was left at the in fant 's cot side, a strategy to separate the researcher from 

the participant decision. 

3.5.1.2 Privacy 

Participants must be protected from pri vacy intru 10 11 throughout the research process 

(Parsons, 1999). Participants were informed that the questionnaire was anonymous and 

that no information on the questi onnaire wou ld be identifi able. While anonymity rarely 

can be absolutely guaranteed in the clin ical situation (Parsons, 1999), due to the size of 
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the neonatal units in vo lved, with a hi gh turnover of in fants and the number of parents 

sampled, confidence in thi s principle remained hi gh. 

3.5. 1.3 Protection from Harm 

Sensiti ve ethi cal issues were acknowledged within thi s proj ect and the need fo r 

parti cipants to be protected from potenti al ri sks associated w ith the research process 

considered. Firstl y, the experi ence of hav ing an in fant in NICU is recogni sed as a 

stress ful event and an emoti onal time (Miles et al. , 199 1, 1992; Shields-Poe & Pinelli , 

1997). Hence the Famil y Li aison Nurse was consulted before parents were approached to 

be included in the study. As prev iously mentioned, parents whose in fants were terminall y 

or acutely ill , and parents who were undul y upset at the time, were exc luded during thi s 

peri od. The questi onnaire was kept intenti onall y concise so not to tire potenti all y stressed 

parents. Psychological effects of research can be subtle and require heightened sensiti vity 

(Polit & Beck, 2004) and unanti cipated consequences of research do occur (Parsons, 

1999). Therefore, in the unlikely event of the questi onnaire causing emoti onal 

discomfort , support for parents was pl anned and clearl y described on the in form ation 

sheet (Appendi x F). 

3.6 Data Collection 

3.6.1 The Instrument 

A n exhausti ve search failed to locate a va lidated too l for examining parental perceptions 

of the N ICU ph ys ical environment that included new directi ons in design; hence the 

questi onnaire used in thi s study was fo rmul ated by the researcher (Appendi x A ). A s the 

quality of the questi onnaire is paramount to en ure reli ability and validity of the study (de 

V aus, 1999; Peat, 200 I ), ex tensive resources and time were devoted to developin g the 

instrument. 

3.6.1.1 Rating Scale 

Different types and styles of rating scales can be employed but a Likert Scale seemed 

valuable for eliciting in formation on attitudes and opinions (de Vaus, 1999; Murphy-
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Bl ack, 2006). Likert scales" ... measure direction, intensi ty and extremity of attitudes" (de 

Vaus, 1999, p. 346). Utilising structured or closed questions, the Likert scale can provide 

numeri c data (Peat, 200 I ). Additionally the va lue of thi s type of scale w ithin thi s study 

was its capacity not onl y to describe and compare the two NICU environments, but also 

test the hypothes is. 

Key resources for developing questionnaires were sourced and utili sed (Fowler, 200 I ; 

Oppenheim, 1992). Fundamental concepts were derived from qualitative studies around 

parental experience in ICU, redesign literature, relevant aspects of the Parental Stress 

Scale N ICU : PSS (M iles & Funk, 1998), a questionnaire from the Institute for Family 

Centred Care of America, consultation with peers and experts in the field and the 

researcher's own clinical experience. These concepts were then grouped into four 

dimensions: first impressions, parent-infant relat ionship, v i ·ual and auditory, and the 

presence of other in fants and fam ilies. On the questionnaire these dimensions were 

referred to as: first impressions, you and your baby, sights and sounds of N ICU and other 

fam ilies. Finally items related to each dimension were formulated. 

Phrasi ng clear, we ll -worded items that adequate ly measure the intended concept 

(validity) and produced consistent measures (reli ab ility) was paramount and a challenge 

(de Vaus, 1999; Fowler, 200 I ). The sequence of the items also required close attention. 

Oppenheim ( 1992) proposed the presentation of factual items first then lead ing onto 

deeper attitudinal ones . Positi ve ly and negati ve ly worded items around the same concept 

were also advocated, as there is an acknowledged tendency for respondents to agree 

rather than disagree (Fowler, 200 I ; Polit & Beck, 2004). Finally, the overall layout of the 

questi onnaire needed to be appealing, well structured, have clear instructi ons and be 

meaningful to parti cipants (Oppenheim, 1992). 

Respondents were asked to rate their reacti ons to a series of items on a Likert-type rating 

scale ( I = strongly di agree to 7= strongly agree). Usually items in a Likert scale have 

five point re ponse alternatives, but providing seven to ten point can detect finer 

differences between respondents and allow for greater di scriminati on (Oppenheim, 
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1992). A 'don' t know' altern ati ve was not offered as it was deemed that all subjects 

should be fami liar with all the questi ons. Thi s approach is said to reduce unusable 

responses (Fow ler, 2001 ; Oppenheim, 1992) . 

3.6.1.2 Open -Ended Questions 

The greatest di sadvantage of a structured questi onnaire is the potenti al to overlook 

important aspects of the phenomena (Polit & Beck, 2004). Therefore a secti on with two 

open-ended questi ons was included for respondents to add further comments on the 

N ICU environment, and to suggest any improvements. Unstructured questi ons are said to 

add ri chness and clari ty to the findin gs (Oppenheim, 1992). 

3.6.1.3 Demographic Information 

Describin g the respondents' characteri sti cs is important principall y so that compari son of 

the simil arities and differences between the sample groups can be made. Additi onall y, 

demographi c and hea lth data are vital for interpretation of find ings and to reveal the 

populati on to whom the results can be general ised (Polit & Beck, 2004). Furthermore, 

thi s in formation can be used to make additi onal compari sons between vari ables or 

subgroups within the study (Peat, 200 1; Polit & Beck, 2004). Important subgroups 

identified were: gender, whether parents have had a prev ious in fant in N ICU, di fferences 

between leve ls of care, and the time peri od at whi ch the parent parti cipated in the study. 

Therefore, demographi c and health in formation was sought from parents about 

themselves and their in fants. 

3.6.1.4 Instrument Validity and Reliability 

With a non validated instrument, pi loting the questi onnai re is advocated as the research 

too l itsel f can be a source of error (Oppenheim, 1992). Unfortunately the logisti cs of the 

relocation (an uncertain move date) prevented a formal pilot of the questi onnaire. 

Therefore, a pre-test tria l of questi ons was administered as recommended by de Yau 

( 1999) and Oppenheim ( 1992) . Judgement by peers and experts is said to enhance face 

and content validity of an instrument (Polit & Beck, 2004 ). Five veteran NICU parents, 

peers and one NICU unit des ign expert completed the questionnai re and provided 
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feedback. Parti cular attention was paid to questi ons that had non- responses and secti ons 

where there was predominance of midd le scores (Oppenheim, 1992). After careful 

assessment and considerati on of all feedback the questi onnaire was rev ised, requmng 

onl y minor changes. 

3.6.2 Data Collection Process 

The first stage of the proj ec t commenced in M ay 2004 at N WH pri or to the relocati on to 

the new site in October 2004. After meeting the study inclusion criteri a, parents were 

invited to parti cipate by completing anonymously the questi onnaire left at their in fant 's 

cot side. Three weeks after commencement o f sampling onl y four out o f seventeen 

questi onn aires (24%) had been returned. Feedbac k from staff suggested that parents saw 

the study as somewhat removed from N ICU and lacked personal interacti on. A f ter an 

ethi cal amendment to the research procedures (Appendix G) the questi onnaire and 

in form ati on sheet was offered to parents with a bri ef expl anati on of the study by the 

researcher. Parents were encouraged to complete the questionnaire from their own point 

of view and not consult each other. Parents were also asked to complete the questionnaire 

while their in fant was hospitali sed. Questi onnaires were returned into boxes prov ided in 

the clini cal rooms or posted to the researcher, using se l f- addressed enve lopes. 

The second stage of the data co llecti on commenced in A pril 2005 at A CH and as at 

N WH, the questi onnaire and inform ati on sheet was offered to parents by the researcher. 

Data co llec ti on was co mpleted by Jul y 2005. 

Raw data from the rating scale and the demographi c inform ati on was entered into an 

Excel preadsheet after being checked for accuracy. Parental responses from the open

ended questi ons were transposed on to a Microso ft W ord document for analys is. 

3. 7 Data Analysis 

A s thi s was a descripti ve comparison study, exploratory data analysis was carri ed out to 

test the accuracy of the data entry and assess di stributi onal properti es of data. 
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3.7.1 Rating Scale 

It was anti ci pated that the rating scale data could be analysed in two ways, depending on 

the di stributi on of the data. If the majority of the data was normally di stributed, the mean 

is the preferred measure of central tendency and the variability or spread of data 

measured by the Standard Dev iati on (SO) and the range (Ku zma & Bohnenblust, 2005; 

Wri ght , 2002). A parametri c proced ure, the / test wou ld have been utilized to determine 

stati sti cal difference between the two groups (responses from NWH and ACH parents). 

An analys is of variance (ANOV A) would assess differences between three or more 

groups (Ku zma & Bohnenblu st, 2005 ; Wri ght, 2002). 

However, the majority of the data va lues from the rating sca le were not normall y 

di stributed. Therefo re as Ku zma and Bohnenblust (2005) state the medi an is a better 

measure of central tendency. Results are reported using medi an values and vari ability of 

data by the interquartile range (Ku zma & Bohnenblust, 2005; Wri ght, 2002). With a non

normal distribution, non-parametric tests were required, such as a Mann-Whitney U test 

to compare the two independent groups. When more th an two groups were compared, a 

Kruskal-Walli s test was utili sed (Peat, 200 I ; Wri ght, 2002). 

3.7.2 Demographic Data 

Comparison of demographic data was made using a Chi-squared test, the Fi sher's Exact 

test and the Mann-Whitney U test where appropri ate. A Chi-squared test is a non

para metri c stati sti ca l procedure used to test re lati onships between nominal leve l data. 

With smaller samples (30 or less), a Chi-squared test was not appropri ate and therefore 

the Fi sher's Exact test was used for data compari son. Where the dependent vari able was 

on the ratio level, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to assess differences (Peat, 200 I ). 

3.7.3 Open-ended Questions 

Open-ended questions were analysed by themati c analys is. This technique has a variety 

of interpretations, however, for thi s project a relati vely simpli sti c process was applied 

based on qualitative research strategies (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Mi les & Huberman , 

1994). A systematic search , that compares simi lar and different key fac tors or concepts 
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from the parental accounts, was undertaken. Concepts were then re-examined for over

arching themes. "In vivo" labels, using the participant 's own word s that captured the 

essence of what the parti cipants were saying, was used to name the themes (Grbi ch, 

1999). 

3.8 Validity of Study 

Threats to the intern al validity of thi s study existed as contro l of confounding vari ables is 

difficult to achieve in non-ex perimenta l studi es (Hott & Budin, 1999), and likewise 

w ithin the contex t of unit redesign research (Wh i te, 2003). Notabl y so was the ex traneous 

effects of the relocati on, and where poss ible, strategies to moderate these effects were 

instituted. D ata co llecti on ceased in the WH parental group two weeks pri or to 

relocating to ACH . Staff adjustment to the new unit could impact on the A CH parental 

sample hence, the si x-month adjustment peri od pri or to sampling. 

Pre-ex isting charac teri sti cs of parents could influence their impress ions of the 

environment rather than the ICU environment itse l f. The inclusion/exc lusion criteri a 

can parti all y act as a contro l mechani sm (Polit & Beck. 2004). As a result, parents whose 

in fants have been transferred to N WH and A CH after bein g admitted to another neonatal 

nursery were exc luded from the study. Di fferences in parental characteri sti cs can be 

determined from demographic in formati on and signifi cant subgroups identified. For 

instance, parental gender and parents who have had other in fants in a NICU . 
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3.9 Summary 

Chapter Three has examined and provided rationale for the non-experimental 

comparative descriptive design chosen to answer the research questions. Justification for 

the research method is described and a questionnaire was developed and pre-tested to 

collect data from the intended 60 parents from both NWH and ACH NICUs (30 from 

each). The characteristics of the two physical NICU settings involved in the study have 

been described and compared. The most noteworthy difference between the two NICUs 

was space allocation at the cot-side and the number of infants in rooms. Study procedures 

to ensure ethical standards were met arc detailed and sensitive issues raised by this 

research discussed. The manner in which data was collected and the techniques of 

analysis employed are described. Finally, comments on the validity of the research have 

been made. The following chapter (Chapter Four) presents the research results from the 

rating scale, open-ended questions and the demographic data. 
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4.0 Chapter Four: Results 

Chapter Four out l ines a summary of results and analys is of data deri ved from the questi onnaire 

that explored parental perceptions of the physical environments of Auckland City Hospital 

(ACH) and National Women's Hospital (NWH ) N ICUs. Results are reported in three secti ons: 

parental and in fant demographic data, rating sca le data and finally the open-ended responses. 

4.1 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analys is of the rating sca le and demographic data was prepared by using SPSS 

Microsoft (version 16) w ith the assistance of a bio stati st ician. A 5% leve l of sign ifi cance (p< 

0.05) was considered significant. 

Demographi c data was analysed using a Chi-sq uared test and the Fisher' s Exact test where 

appropri ate. A M ann-Whitney U test was uti Ii zed when the vari able was on the rati o leve l. 

The maj ority of the data values from the ra ting sca le were not norm all y distributed. Forthofer 

and Lee ( 1995) state that non-normal di stributi ons can result from small sample sizes. 

Descripti ve results were therefore reported using percentages, median va lues and inter-quartil e 

ranges to prov ide an overv iew of the parental percept ions of the two physical environments 

(Wri ght, 2002). 

As data was not normall y di stributed, non- parametri c tests were required to test for stat isti cal 

differences between groups. The M ann-Whitney U test was used to compare two independent 

groups, such as the ACH and WH parental responses to items on the rating scale. When more 

than two groups were compared, a Kruskal-Wallis test was required (Kuzma & Bohnenblust, 

2005; Peat, 200 I ). For example, assessing the differences between parental responses, levels of 

care and the two NICUs. 

4.1.1 Response Rates 

Si xty questi onnaires were analysed. From the ACH sample 30 questi onnaires were returned out 

of 36, (83% response rate) and from the NWH sample 30 questionnaires were returned out of 
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41 (73% response rate) . Overal l the non-response to indi vidual items (mi ssing data) within the 

questionnaire was 1.6%. 

4.2 Demographic Data 

Thi s secti on presents the results of the Chi -squared test, Fi sher 's Exact test and M ann-Whitney 

U test (Kuzma & Bohnenblust, 2005) that compared the parenta l and in fant characteristi cs 

from ACH and N WH hospitals. Table 4. 1 and 4.2 li sts a full descripti on of parent and in fant 

characteri sti cs from ACH and NWH samples. No soc io-economic informati on was sought. The 

resul ts confi rmed that no signifi cant di fferences ex isted between the groups of ACH and WH 

on any parent or infant demographi c data. 

4.2.1 Auckland City Hospital Participants 

4.2. 1.1 Parental Characteristics 

The maj ority of the sample were mothers (67%) with ten fathers (33%) parti cipating. Parents 

were aged 18-29 years (3 7%), 30-36 years (33%) and 37-45 years (30%). A lthough most of the 

parents were marri ed (77%), or partnered ( 13%) three parents ( 10%) were non-partnered. A 

considerable proporti on of parents were NZ European (73%), with further ethni citi es described 

as M aori (7%) and Pac ific ( 10%). Three paren ts ( IOC/o ) detai led their ethnicity as other. Over 

hal f (60%) of the parents had other children w ith fi ve ( 17%) parents hav ing had a prev ious 

child in ICU or SC BU. Tab le 4. 1 detail s the characteri sti cs of al l parti cipants from ACH. 

4.2. 1.2 Infant Characteristics 

earl y hal f of the in fants (48%) were born between 27-32 weeks gestation with seven (30%) 

born between 33- 37 weeks gestation. Four ( 18%) of the in fants were born less than 26 weeks 

gestati on, with one (4%) infant born at greater than 38 weeks gestation. Fi ve in fants (22 %) 

weighed less than 999g at birth, seven in fants (30%) wei ghed between 1000- 1499g with six 

(26%) in fants weighing between I 500-l 999g. Three in fants ( 13%) weighed between 2000-

2499g, with only two in fants weighing greater than 2500g. Near ly half (48%) of the infants 

required artifi cial ventil ation and CPAP, eight infants (35 %) required CPAP only, and four 

in fants ( 17 %) required no venti latory support. The median infant age on comp letion of 

questionnaire was 26 days (inter-quarti le range 11 -27 days). Table 4.2 detai ls the 

characteri ti es of all in fants born to the parti cipants from ACH. 
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4.2.2 National Women's Hospital Participants 

4.2.2.1 Parental Characteristics 

The majority of the sample were mothers (70%) w ith ten fathers (30%) parti cipating. Parents 

were aged 18-29 years (30% ), 30-36 years (57%) and 37-45 years ( 13% ). A substanti al 

proporti on of respondents were marri ed (67 % ), or partnered (30% ), with one parent described 

as non-partnered (3 %). NZ European (67%) was the predomi nant ethni city of respondents, 

with further ethni cities described as M aori ( 13%) and Pac i fi e ( 13% ). Two parents (7%) 

detailed their ethni cities as other. Over half (57%) of the parents had other children with six of 

the parents (20%) hav ing had a prev ious in fant in N ICU or Specia l Care Baby U nit (SCB U). 

Table 4.1 details the characteristics of al l the participants from WH . 

4.2.2.2 Infant Characteristics 

The majority of in fants (54%) were born between 27-32 weeks gestati on with eight infants 

(3 1 %) born between 33 -37 weeks gestati on. Three ( 11 %) of the infan ts were born less than 26 

weeks gestation w ith one in fant born at greater than 38 weeks gestat ion. Fi ve in fants ( 19%) 

weighed less than 999 grams (g) at birth , six in fants (23%) weighed between I OOO- I 499g, w ith 

eight infants (3 1%) weighing 1500- 1999g. Fi ve in fa nts ( 19%) we ighed between 2000- 2499g 

with two in fants (8 %) weighing greater than 2500g. Indicati on of severity of infant i l lness was 

assessed by need for and type of respiratory support. Fourteen in fants (54%) required a 

resp irato r and CPAP, seven in fants (27%) required CPA P onl y, and five in fants ( 19%) required 

no support. The median in fant age on completi on of questi onnaire was 24 days (inter-qu arti le 

ran ge 9-30). Tab le 4.2 detai ls the characteri sti cs of all the in fants born to the part icipants from 

WH . 
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Table 4.1 Parental Characteristics from ACH and NWH 

Auckland City National Women's P Value 
n 30 n = 30 

Characteristic n % n % 

Female 20 67% 21 70% 

Male JO 33% 9 

Age (years) 

18-29 I 1 37% .9 

30-36 10 33% 17 

37-45 9 30% 

Marital Status 

Non-partnered 3 l0% l 

Partnered 4 13% 9 

Married 23 77% 20 

Ethnicity 

NZ European 22 73% 20 67% 

NZ Maori 2 7% 4 13% 

Pacific 3 10% 4 13% 

Other 3 JO% 2 7% 

Previous infant in NICU/ s 17% 6 20% 
SCBU 
Other children 18 60% 17 57% 

Number 

0 12 40% 

9 30% 

2 4 13% 

3 2 7% 

4 or more 3 10% 

Note. SCBU = Special Care Baby Unit; NICU = Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. 
a Chi-squared test. h Fisher's Exact test. 
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Table 4.2 Infant Characteristics from ACH and NWH 

Auckland City National Women's 
n = 23 11 = 26 

Characteristic n % n 
Gestational age 

<26 weeks 4 18% 3 

27-32 weeks 11 48% 14 

33-37 weeks 7 30% 8 

>38 weeks 4% l 

Birth weight (g) 

<999 5 22% 5 

1000-1499 7 30% 6 

1500-1999 6 26% 8 

2000-2499 3 13% 5 

>2500g 2 9% 2 

Respiratory support 

Respirator and CPAP l l 48% 14 

CPAP only 8 35% 7 

No support 4 17% 5 

Infant age (days) 

Median 26 24 

Inter-quartile range 9- 30 11-27 

Note. CPAP == Continuous Positive Airway Pressure; SD = Standard deviation; 
g = grams. Chi-squared test; h Fisher's Exact test; c Mann-Whitney U test. 
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4.3 Rating Scale Data 

The rating sca le had four dimensions and a summary of parental responses are reported under 

each item. Results are reported as median and interquartil e ran ges. Al so outlined, the results of 

the M ann-Whitney U Test (Peat, 200 I ) conducted to determine differences between parental 

responses from ACH and NWH NICUs, on each item of the ratin g sca le. Summari es of the 

results from each dimension are presented in tables and graphs. Finally, further analys is of 

se lected vari ables (or subgroups) identifi ed from the literature review, are presented. 

4.3.1 Dimension A: First Impressions 

The first item determined what percentage of parents had a preadmi ss ion tour of the NICU. 

Item A.I We re you shown around NICU before the birth ofyour baby ? 

Response: Onl y 33% (n = I 0) of parti cipants from A CH and 36% (n = I I ) from NWH had a 

preadmi ss ion tour of the ICU. 

The fo llowing items were on a modified Likert -type scale with scores ranging from I to 7 with 

I representing strongly disagree and 7 strongly agree (Appendi x A ). Medians and interquartile 

ranges of responses from parents to the First i111pressio11 s dimension are summari sed in Table 

4 .3 and Fi gure 4.1 . 

Item A.2 Th e tour of NICU p repared me fo r the appearance of the NICU infa nt rooms. 

Response: At ACH and WH help fulness o f the tour was rated 6 (4-6) and 5 (4-5 ), 

respecti vely. There was no significant difference between ACH and WH (p = 0.45 ). 

Item A.3 Nothing, even a tour of NICU could have prepared me f or the first visit to the NICU 

rooms. 

Response: Parental responses to thi s item scored values of 4 (2.5-5 .5) at ACH and 3 ( 1-5) at 

NWH with no signifi cant differen ce between the two NICUs (p = 0.72). 

Item A.4 My first sight of the NIC U rooms was pretty much as I expected. 
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Response: Parents in ACH rated this item with a median value of 4 (3-5) compared to 5 ( 4-6) 

at NWH. There was a trend towards significant difference in values between the two groups (p 

= 0.05). 

Item A.5 At.first, the appearance of the infant rooms in NJCU is shocking for parents. 

Response: Values of 3.5 (2-6) at A.CH and 3.5 (3-5.5) at NWH. No significant difference was 

noted between the two NICUs (p = 0.87). 

Table 4.3 Parental Perceptions of Dimension A: First Impressions 

Auckland City Hosp·1tal National Womcn·s Hospital 

Item n Median Inter n 
score quartile 

range 

A.2 Tour of NICU 10 6 4-6 11 
helped 

A.3 Nothing can 10 4 2.5-5.5 11 
prepare 

A.4 First sight as 30 4 3-5 30 
expected 

A.5 First sight can 30 3.5 2-6 30 
be shocking 
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Figure 4.1. Medi an values, interquartil e ranges , true ranges and outli ers (o) from AC H and 
NWH parental perceptions to Dimension A 

4.3.2 Dimension B: You and Your Baby 

Medi an va lues and interquartile ranges from the Parent-Infant Relationship dimension are 

reported under each item and summari sed in Table 4.4 and Fi gure 4.2. 

Item 8 .1 Th e amount of space around my baby 's incubator ( or cot) is adequate fo r me and my 

fa mily. 

Response: The onl y signifi cant difference in parental perceptions between the two NICUs in 

thi s dimension was adequacy of space at the cot-s ide. Parents rated the ACH unit signifi cantl y 

(p = 0.00 I ) hi gher with values of 6 (5-7) compared to the NWH results of 3.5 (2-6). 
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Item B.2 / try to make the area around my baby 's incubator (or cot) sort of like his/her room 

at home. 

Response: Values of 3 (2-5) from ACH and 3 (2-5) from WH were found in response to thi s 

item from ACH and NWH respondents. No significant difference between hospital s was 

demonstrated (p = 0.85). 

Item B.3 The area around my baby 's incubator (or cot) has become our '.family space' within 

the NICU room. 

Response: Values of 6 (3-6) at ACH and 4.5 (2-6) at WH resulted from parental replies to 

thi s item. On comparison between hospitals, no signifi cant difference was found at the 5% 

level but there was a trend towards significance (p = 0.08). 

Item B.4 It's hardfor 111e as a parent to feel a sense of belonging i11 the NICU roo111s. 

Response: In N ICU at ACH and NWH responses to thi s negati ve ly worded item scored values 

o f 3 (2 -3) and 3 (2-5) respecti ve ly with no signifi cant di fference (p = 0.69) between the two 

N ICUs. 

Item B.5 Even though my baby is in N!CU and needs care, I still can hm•e private 1110111e11 ts 

with my baby. 

Response: M edian va lues of 6 (4-7 ) at ACH and 6 (4-6) at NWH were found in response to 

thi s item. No significant differences (p = 0.60) existed between the respon ses from both 

hospitals. 

Item B.6 Uninterrupted times with my baby help us feel close. 

Response: The final item resul ted in values of 6 (6-7) from ACH and 6 (6-7) from NWH. No 

di fferences were noted between the ACH and NWH groups (p = 0.49). 
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Table 4.4 Parental Perceptions of Dimension B: You and Your Baby 

A uckland C it y National Women·s 
Hospi ta l Hospita l 
n = 30 n = 30 

Item Median Inter Median Inter P value 
Score quartile Score quarti le 

range range 
B.I Space adequate 6 5-7 3.5 2-6 0.001 * 

B.2 M ak ing the space 3 2-5 3 2-5 0.85 
homelike 

B.3 Family space 6 3-6 4.5 2-6 0.08 

B.4 No sense of 3 2-3 3 2-5 0.69 
belonging 

B.5 Pri vate moments 6 4-7 6 4-6 0.60 
poss ible 

B.6 Uninterrupted 6 6-7 6 6-7 0.49 
moments 

,;, p < 0 .05 

ACH N\YH ..-\CH N\\ H ACH N\\ H ACH N\\H AC'H N\\ H AC'H N\YH 
B I B I B2 B2 BJ B3 B-' B-' B:- B ::i B6 B6 

Items 
Figure 4.2. Median values, interquartile ranges, true ranges and outliers (o) from ACH and 
NWH parental perceptions to Dimension B 
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4.3.3 Dimension C: Sights and Sounds of the NICU 

Median values and interquartile ranges from the Visual and Auditory dimension arc reported 

under each item and shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.3. 

Item C.1 The lighting !el'els in the NICU rooms are comf'ortab!efor me. 

Response: Lighting levels at ACH scored significantly higher (p = 0.002) compared to NWH, 

with values of 6 (5-7) at ACH compared to 5 (4-6) at NWH. 

Item C.2 The Clrea around the inrnhator ( or cot) is a quiet place for me to /Je H'ith my hahv. 

Response: Sound levels around the cot-side were significantly quieter at ACH (p = 0.02) 

compared to NWH, with values of 5.5 (4-6). and 4 (2-6) respectively. 

Item C.J Orem!!. the sound lei·els in the N!CU rooms are high<:'r them I 11·01£ld like'. 

Response: This (negatively worded) item was rated by respondents with values of 3 (2-5) at 

ACH and 3 (3-5) at NWH. There were no significant differences noted between the two NICUs 

(p = 0.33 ). 

Item C.4 The monitors are cmnfcJrting ancl reassure me that mr hahv is doing ok. 

Response: In response to tl1is item, values of 6 (5-7) were found from the ACH and 6 (5-7) 

from the NWH participants. On comparison there was no significant difference in the values 

between the two NICUs (p = 0.73). 

Item C.5 The monitors constantly alarm in the infant rooms. 

Response: Parents rated the frequency of alarms from monitors at 5 (3-6) at ACH and 5 (4-6) 

at NWH with no difference (p = 0.55) between the two groups. 
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Item C.6 / hardly notice the machinet:v and equipment arowzcl my hcthy 'scot. 

Response: A significant difference (p = 0.03) was seen between responses to this item with 

higher values of 4 (2-6) at ACH compared to 2.5 (2-4) at NWH. 

Item C.7 The sound of the monitors alarming in the infant rooms is stressfiilfc>r me. 

Response: Parents rated stress from alarming monitors at 3.5 (3-6) at ACH and 4 (2-5) at 

NWH with no significant differences (p = 0.91) determined between the two NJCUs. 

Table 4.5 Parental Perceptions of Dimension C: Sights and Sounds of NICU 

National Womcn·s 
Hospital Ho,pital 
n = 30 n = 30 

Item Median Inter Median Inter 
Score quartile Score quartile 

range range 
C.l Lighting level 6 5-7 5 4-6 

comfortable 
C.2 Quiet enough 5.5 4-6 4 2-6 

C.3 Sound levels too high 3 2-5 3 3-5 

C.4 Monitors reassuring 6 5-7 6 5-7 

C.5 Monitors constantly alarm 5 3-6 5 4-6 

C.6 Hardly notice equipment 4 2-6 2-4 

C.7 Monitor alarms stressful 3.5 3-6 4 

p < 0 .05 
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WH parental percepti ons to Dimension C 

4.3.4 Dimension D: Other Families 

Median values and interquartil e ranges fro m the Orher /11fa 11rs and Families dimension are 

reported under each item and show n in Table 4.6 and Fi gure 4.4. 

Item D.1 /r 's helpjiil fo r 111e ro have orher babies and r/Jeir fa mi!ies in r/J e roo111s. 

Response: Helpfu lness of parental contac t in the NICU roo ms scored values of 4 (4-5) at AC H 

and 5 (4-6) at NWH. o signifi cant differences (p = 0.29) ex isted between the two gro ups. 

Item D.2 / worry rhea other parents and fa milies will overhear personal info rmation about 111e 

or my baby. 

Response: The item concerning confidenti ality at ACH and NWH was rated 3 (3 -4) and 3.5 

(2-6) respectively with no signifi cant differences (p. = 0.99) between the two NICUs. 
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Item D.3 Sharing a room with other babies and their fcmzilies makes me .feel less alone in 

NICU. 

Response: Values of 5 (5-6) at ACH and 5.5 (5-7) at NWH resulted from parental responses to 

this item. No significant differences (p = 0.36) were noted between the parental responses from 

both hospitals. 

Item D.4 I f)fffer to nzi.r with parents in other parts of NICU (parent lowzge/motlzers lounge) 

rather than within the inflmt rooms. 

Response: Parents scored the above item with similar values of 4 (3-4) at ACH and 4 (2-4) at 

NWH. No significant differences (p == 0.61) were demonstrated between the two groups. 

Item D.S It cw1 real fr affect You wizen other hahies in rour room are realh sick. 

Response: Parents rated this item in the ACH rooms with values of 6 (4-7) compared to 5 (4-7) 

at NWH. No significant differences (p == 0.68) was demonstrated between the two NICUs. 

Item D.6 / prefer tofc1rns 011 mr mrn bahv. not other infants andfc1milics in the rooms. 

The final item was rated similarly in both sites with values of 6 (4-7) at ACH and 6 (5-7) at 

NWH. No significant differences (p == 0.34) existed between the two groups. 
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Table 4.6 Parental Perceptions of Dimension D: Other Families 

Auckland C it y Nati o nal Women's 
Hospital Hospit al 
n = 30 N = 30 
Median Inter M edian Inter P value 

item 
Score quartile Score quarti le 

range range 
D. l Other contact helpful 4 4-5 5 4-6 0.29 

D.2 Worry about 3 3-4 3.5 2-6 0.99 
confidenti ality 

D.3 Felt less alone 5 5-6 5.5 5-7 0.36 

D.4 Prefer to mi x in other 4 3-4 4 2-4 0.61 
parts of NICU 

D.5 Affected when other 6 4-7 5 4-7 0.68 
in fants sick 

D.6 Prefer to foc us on own 6 4-7 6 5-7 0.34 
in fant 
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Figure 4.4. Medi an va lues, interqu artile ranges, true ranges and out liers (o) from ACH and 
NWH parenta l perceptions to D imension D 
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4.3.5 Subgroup Analysis 

Presented be low are the results of the Kruska l-W alli s test (Peat, 200 I) that compared selected 

important vari ables with the parental responses from items on the ratin g scale . Table 4.7 

prov ides a summ ary of the subgroup ana lys is. 

4.3.5.1 Gender Influences 

There were no s ignifi cant di ffe rences in matern al and patern al responses at the 5 % signifi cance 

leve l. There was a trend toward s signifi cance with mothers rating o ne item, "'fi rst siglzt of 

NICU can be shocking", hi gher than fathers (p = 0.08). 

4.3.5.2 Preadmission Tour 

There were no signifi cant differences demonstrated in any of the responses between those 

pare nts that had ex pe rienced a tour and th ose who had no t (p = 0 . 10). 

4.3.5.3 Previous Infant in NICU 

There were no signifi ca nt differences at th e 5 % leve l. However parents who had a previous 

in fan t in ICU ra ted the item, worry about co1(fide 11rialir.·, hi gher compared to pare nts who 

had not (p = 0.07) . 

4.3.5.4 Levels of Care 

Berween lzospirals 

The subgroup ana lys is on differences between Leve l 3 in fa nt roo ms at ACH and NWH showed 

th at ACH parents in Level 3 rated the item, uninrerrupred moments with infanr, hi ghe r than 

Leve l 3 parents at NWH, although signifi cance was not reached (p = 0.06). Furthermore, the 

Leve l 3 rooms at ACH were rated signifi cantl y qui eter (p = 0 .04) compared to Level 3 at 

NWH. 

On co mpari so n of Leve l 2 rooms be tween ACH and NWH hospita ls, the re were no significant 

results show n at a 5 % level. There was a trend towards a signifi cant result (p = 0 .06) when 

NWH parents in Leve l 2 rooms scored the item, worry abour confidentiality, hi ghe r than ACH 

pare nts in Leve l 2 rooms. 
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Within hospitals 

There were two significant differences shown between Level 3 and Level 2 care at ACH. A 

significant result (p = 0.038) was identified on the item: prefer to mix else vi-/zere in N!CU. 

Values for this item were rated higher by parents in the ACH Level 3 rooms compared to 

parents in the Level 2 rooms. There was a further significant difference (p = 0.005) in 

responses to the item: it can reolly off'ect you wizen other hahics in your room are reel!ly sick. 

Parents in Level 3 rooms rated this item higher compared to the parents in Level 2 rooms. 

There was a trend towards a significant result (p = 0.08) on the item: the Circa around my 

hah:r·s incubator (or cot) has become 'ourfcmzilr space' ~rithin the N!CU room. Parents in 

Level 3 scored this item higher than Level 2 parents at the ACH NICU. There were no 

significant differences between levels of care on any item at NWH. 

4.3.5.5 Time of Completion of Questionnaire 

Parents completed the questionnaire at different times in their NICU experience. In order to 

determine whether parental responses arc different at different stages, seven time periods were 

selected and analysed. 

When the item, tlze sound of monitors alarming in the infcmt rooms is stress/it!. was analysed it 

demonstrated a trend towards significance (p = 0.09) with median values highest during the 

initial periods of stay and lowest in latter periods. There was also a trend towards a significant 

result (p = 0.09) on the item: at fzrst the appearance of the infant rooms is shocking for 

parents. Highest medians were evident in the initial period in NICU compared to the latter 

period of hospitalisation. 
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Table 4.7 Summary of Results from Subgroup Analysis 

Sub 

2 

3 

4 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Preadmission 
Tour 

Item 
A.5 First sight of 
NICU shocking 

Result 
Maternal values higher 
than aternal 
No significant items 

Previous Infant in D.2 Worry about parents 
NICU/SCBU 
Levels of Care 
Between 
Hospitals 
Level 3 ACI-I/ 
;SJWH 

B.6 Uninterrupted Rated higher by ACH 
moments with parents 
infant 

C.2 Rooms quiet Rated higher by ACH 
parents 

Lcvcl 2 ACH/ D.2 Wort)' abour Rated higher by NWH 
NWII cu11fide11rialiry parents 

Within Hospitals 
ACH Level 3/2 D.4 Prefer ro mix Values higher in Level 3 

elseivhere 

D.5 Afficred hv Values higher in Level 3 
other sick babies 

B.3 Family space Values higher in Level 3 

NWH Level 3/2 No significant items 
-~~--:::-:::-:--:--c-----c-:-'-:---'-~7-':--;-"-c=:-,:-:--~'z,#:~~ 

Time of 
completion 
of questionnaire 

C.7 Monitors Values higher in initial 
alarming stressful hospitalisation than in 

A.5 First sight of 
NICU shocking 

later periods 

Values higher in initial 
hospitalisation than in 
latter periods 

Note. N!CU= Neonatal Intensive Care: SCBU= Special Care Baby Unit. 

,. p < O .05. N/S = Not significant. 
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4.4 Responses to Open-ended Questions 

Parents were asked to comment at the end of the survey about the NICU rooms and make 

suggestions for improvements. Twenty-six A.CH parents (86?c) and 25 NWH (83?c) parents 

provided comments. Four themes emerged from the thematic analysis described in Chapter 

Three. The themes (in brackets) were given the following ·in vivo· labels. ''Nffdf<>r sp{lce" 

(More space). "The rooms arf great" (Feeling good about the space), "Ability to gain privacy" 

(Privacy) and .. Bug wise" (Protective space). The themes are described below with some 

examples of parental comments and a short description of the respondent provided in brackets. 

The significance of the findings are discussed in Chapter Five. 

4.4.1 "Need for space" 

Mor(' srJC1ce emerged as a theme within parental comments from the old NWH NICU. Most 

parents consistently described deficiencies in space at the cot side. Many parents explicitly 

stated: 

More space needed. 

(NWH, father) 

More space around the cot. 

(NWH, mother) 

Make spaces bigger. 

(NWH. mother) 

More space between cots. 

(NWH, mother) 

Amount o/space around the incubator co11/d he bigger. 

(NWH. father) 

A few mothers described the effect that lack of space had on them. As one mother stated, she 

wanted: 

More space so Hihen mums are wheelNl in on a bed }Ve don't have to feel rushed out because 

}t'e take up too much space. 

(NWH. mother) 
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Lack of room even led to feelings of resentment between mothers as illustrated by thi s 

comment: 

Wh en 111\' habv was dying and needed !ors of machinery and equipmenr rhe orher morhers 

resenred the amowzt of space we rook up in the room. 

(NWH, mother) 

Benefits of added space at the cot-side were described by a few mothers in rel at ion to quality 

of family contac t. For example: 

Bigger spaces would allow parents to spend quality ti111 e with their infa nrs. 

(NWH, mother) 

More space around the cots would make the 'family interacrion ' more co111forrab !e. 

(N WH, mother) 

Some parents also commented on the lack of room for cot-side seating at NWH N ICU. For 

example: 

A designC1red chair ar eC1ch space. ( WH, mother) 

Room for recliners at el'en space. (N WH , father) 

Furthermore mothers described the need for storage fac ilities at the cot side. Mothers stated 

they wanted: 

Provis ion fo r parents to store personal ite111s. 

(NWH, mother) 

Some sort of space fo r you to put rhings in especially when expressing. 

( WH, mother) 

Use of a cupboard to keep personal items in. ( WH, mother) 
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4.4.2 "The rooms are great" 

Feeling good uhout the space was the predominant theme from the ACH participants. Parents 

commented positively on the aesthetic nature or feel of the ACH infant rooms. Such 

descriptions included: 

I thought the rooms were rery !ovelv. 

(ACH, father) 

The rooms are bright. 

T!ze rooms are big and hriglzt .ritlz heauti/it! wording H'lzich 

made me smile. 

(ACH, mother) 

(NWH. mother) 

For another mother natural light and views to the exterior were pleasing as: 

Windows thllt open into the street are less claustmphohic. 

(ACH, mother) 

Parents described the layout of the infant rooms as useful and carefully planned. In support of 

this parents said: 

I thought a lot of planni11g C111d at!e11tion to cletai! has gone 1n to the plcmning and a well 

thought out use of space. (ACH, mother) 

Tlze rooms were practical and well laid out. (ACH, father) 

One exception, however, to the positive comments about NICU at ACH became apparent. 

Several parents experienced uncomfortable seating at ACH and suggested: 

Better chairs for Kangaroo rnddles would make a big difference. 

(ACH, mother) 

More comfortable chairs for the mothers. (ACH, mother) 
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Good comfortable seating for both parents for the long periods ofheing at the bedside. 

(ACH, father) 

4.4.3 "Ability to gain privacy" 

Prirncy was a recurrent theme expressed by parents in both ACH and NWH NICUs. NWH 

mothers experienced privacy intrusions described as: 

While I was breast feeding wzd trying to hmu/ with my hohy a ffre year old was staring and I 

had to tell him to go away. (NWH, mother) 

Curiosity of other baby's i·isitors. (NWH. mother) 

Parents also commented that privacy was necessary for confidentiality, special moments with 

their infant and intimate times. 

Where a doctor can relay personal in/omzation. (ACH, father) 

Prirncy to lzm·e special times with nn- habr. (NWH, mother) 

Spoce to express milk in pril'llfe ii'itlz !11_\' hahY. (ACH. mother) 

Both ACH and NWH parents described strategies for added privacy within the NICU rooms: 

For instance: 

Draw a curtain to close off.fcJI· certain times. (NWH. mother) 

More privacy screens available if required. (ACH, father) 

Movable partitions to make rnbicle like spaces around your baby. 

(NWH, mother) 

Some sort of partition. 

(ACH, father) 

Potential to screen off cot temporarily. (NWH, mother) 
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Another suggested strategy described solely by NWH parents to enhance privacy, related to the 

number of infants and families in the rooms. 

If' more than 2 families are in the room -it's a bit unconifc;rtcth!e. 

(NWH, father) 

Keep the cot spaces to 4 per room. (NWH, mother) 

For some parents privacy interrelated with the theme "Neeclfor nwre space" illustrated by: 

More room for prii·ac1· at the bedside for wmrfcmzil_Y when your buby is really sick. 

(NWH. mother) 

A1ake spaces bigger and place jimziwre in a place to alloH·fc>r nwximum privan·. 

(NWH. father) 

4.4.4 "Bug Wise" 

A further theme of Protcctii·e space transpired within the comments from both ACH and NWH 

parents. Parents described a desire for their infants to be insulated from potential infections 

from other children. Some parents explicitly stated: 

No other clzildren in the rooms-_\'Oll do not know what they hm·e got hug wise. 

(ACH, mother) 

Yes I was upset by otherfcmzilies i-isiting even though the\' clear/_\' hare colds. 

(NWH, mother) 

I H·as a bit unimpressed with young kids being in N!CU with cou,rz,lzs and colds. 

(ACH, father) 

One parent commented on the role of the nurse as a custodian, highlighting: 

The nurses are not wardens and I knmv they are limited by how muchj<Jrce they can use. 

(ACH, father) 
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4.5 Summary 

Chapter Four has outlined the results of the questionnaire that explored parental perceptions of 

the physical environment of two NICUs. The characteristics of the ACH and NWH parents and 

infants have been described with no significant differences between the two groups. Results 

from the rating scale found four significant differences between the ACH and NWH infant 

rooms. ACH parents perceived the space at the cot-side was more adequate (p = 0.00 I), 

lighting levels more comfortable (p = 0.002), the cot-side quieter (p = 0.02) and technology 

less intrusive (p = 0.03 ), compared to parents at NWH. The analysis of variables (subgroups) 

showed a number of significant findings and trends towards significance. Four themes emerged 

from the parental responses to the open-ended questions; More space, Feeling good about the 

space, Primer and Protectil'e space. The following chapter discusses all the findings from the 

results and identified themes in relation to the research questions, the literature review and 

clinical practice. 
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5.0 Chapter Five: Discussion 

Thi s chapter discusses in detail results of the research questionnaire that explored 

parental perceptions of the physical environments at ACH and NWH ICUs. All resu lts 

from the rating scale and relevant parental responses to open-ended questions are 

examined in relat ion to the research questions and the literature rev iew. Results are 

reported under the four dimensions of the rating scale on which parents were as ked to 

rate their reacti ons (I= strongly di sagree to 7 = strongly agree) to 20 items. Findings from 

the open-ended questions are summari sed and presented in a schematic model (Figure, 

5.1 ). Finally, strengths and limitations of the study are out lined. 

5.1 Dimension A: First Impressions 

Analysis of the first item (A. I ) revealed that on ly one third of parents had an opportunity 

to tour the N ICU prior to their in fant's birth at both ACH and NWH (Table 4.3). This 

result suggests that unplanned delivery and maternal illness preclude preadmission tours 

as a previous stud y by Griffin et al. (2003) found . 

Previous research has shown that preadmission tours of N ICU are help ful for parents 

(Griffin et al., 2003; Raeside, 1997). The current study confirms this finding with ACH 

and NWH parents express ing moderate agreement that the tour was helpful (Table 4.3 & 

Figure 4.1, Item A.2). The resu lt is further strengthened by lower values on the next item 

(A.3), that nothing can prepare parents for the first sight of NICU (Table 4.3 & Figure 

4.2, Item A.3). However, thi s item provoked a wide range of responses. These results 

need to be interpreted with caution as the preadmission tour sample was small (n = 10 at 

ACH and n = 11 at NWH) and uncharacterist ic findin gs can result from small samples 

(Polit & Beck, 2004). However, given that the preadmiss ion tour was helpfu l and not 

always possib le, al ternative ways of preparing parents such as using computeri sed visual 

aids, require consideration. 

First impress ions of hi ghly technological environments are said to be powerful images 

(Gordin & Johnson, 1999). In thi s study parents agreed that the first sight of NICU was as 
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expected (Table 4.3 & Fi gure 4.1 , Item A.4 ). Thi s supports sugges tions by Miles et al. 

( 199 1) that due to increased medi a and television exposure of intensive care 

environments, people may become desensiti sed to such environments. However, there 

was a trend towards a significant difference in thi s item between the two ICUs (p = 

0.05). WH parents expressed greater agreement that the first sight of the o ld NICU was 

as expected. Perhaps the typi cal portrayal of a standard ICU as a cramped, eq uipment 

fill ed, noisy environment fits with descriptions of many present day NICUs (Lupton & 

Fenwi ck, 200 I; Smith, 1994; White & Newbold , 1995). Alternatively, the quieter and 

roomy ACH NICU may have been unlike the expected image of a ICU. 

Earlier studies have suggested that the first sight of NICU can be shoc king for parents 

(Brady-Fryer, 1994; Padden & Glenn, 1992; Wereszczak, et al. , 1997). However, the 

findings of thi s stud y differs as the first sight of NICU was not shocking for parents at 

ACH or WH (Tab le 4.3 & Fi gure 4. 1, Item A.5). There was also no difference in 

parental responses between the two NICUs. Middle scores on this item could impl y a 

neutral response, however, a range of responses (2-6 at ACH & 3-5.5 at NWH ) were 

ev ident, confirming that pare ntal responses were vari ed . Parents not shocked by the first 

sight of NICU, is further supported by the result from the previous item , where parents 

rated the first impressions as expected (Tab le 4.3 & Fi gure 4.1 , Items A.4 & A.5) . 

The results regarding first impress ions of NICU may have been influenced by the 

duration of NICU stay and when during the stay parents completed the questionnaire. 

Parent 's who completed the study questionnaire in the early part of their ICU stay, 

perceived first impressions of NICU as .. more shocking" co mpared to parents from latter 

periods (Tab le 4.7 , Subgroup 5, item A.5). Parental reca ll of early ex perience of NICU 

maybe mod ified with time as reported in previous studies (Affonso et al. , 1992; Miles et 

al. , 1992). 

Mothers reported to be more shocked at the first sight of ICU than fathers (Tab le 4.7, 

Subgroup I , Item A.5). Thi s could indicate that to some extent fathers are more 

comfortable with technology and are less stressed by the ight and sounds of NICU 
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(Lindqui st & Jakobsson, 2003; Miles et al. , 1992; Perehudoff, 1990; Shields-Poe & 

Pinelli , 1997). 

The preadmiss ion tour did not appear to influence parental responses to other items on 

first impress ions of NICU. There was no di ffe rence in responses from parents who had 

rece ived a preadmi ss ion tour on whether the NICU was as ex pected (A.4) or shocking 

(A.5), as compared to parents who had not (Table 4.7 , Subgroup 2) . As prev iously 

mentioned, the preadmi ss ion tour sample was small , and a larger stud y may be required 

to confirm these findin gs. 

5.2 Dimension B: You and Your Baby 

Prov ision of added space at the cot-s ide was centra l to the changes of the ph ys ica l 

environment at ACH. Parents at ACH stro ngly agreed that the space at the cot-side was 

adequate in contrast to the lower scores and di sagreement by parents at NWH (Table 4.4 

& Figure 4.2. Item B. I). It coul d be argued that NIC parents are too inten t on foc using 

on their in fant to noti ce spati al issues. Nevertheless, in thi s study parents were aware of 

the amount of space at the cot-s ide. These results are important as a lack of space is 

perceived as a barri er to parents attaining their parental ro le in ICU (Dobbins et al. , 

1994). The impacts of space allocati on at the cot-s ide are not just iso lated to thi s item 

(B. I), with further influences apparent within the other items and parental responses to 

the open-ended questi ons. 

More space was a key theme from the parental responses to the open-ended questi ons at 

WH NICU (Chapter Four, p. 66) . Most comments from NWH parents refl ected the 

many defi ciencies in space. Al so included were references to the potenti al for enhanced 

quality of in fant and family interaction with a roo my cot-side. For example "More space 

around the cots would make 'family interaction' more comfortable" and "Bigger spaces 

would allow parents to spend quality time with their infants" (Chapter Four, p. 67 ). 

Parents in thi s study di sagreed that they tri ed to make the cot-side homelike (Table 4.4 & 

Fi gure 4.2, Item 8 .2), co ntrasting with the advi ce of NICU redesign proponents (John on 
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et al. , 2004; Philbin, 2004). There was also no difference in parental responses between 

the N ICUs. There could be a number of possib le explanations for thi s result. Home could 

be seen as a special place, not l ike ICU at all. Alternati vely, for some parents of very 

premature or sick infants the preparation of the nursery at home may not have occurred . 

Despite th is result, many parents are observed to decorate the incubator and cot spaces 

with items from home and the intended in fam 's nursery. A differently worded item may 

have yielded di fferent resu lts. and more research is warranted to eluc idate whether 

making the cot-side homelike is supportive for parents. 

It is argued by White (2004) that added space and attention to room configuration 

provides a more defined fami ly space that may promote longer stays at the co t-side by 

parents. In this study parents agreed that the area around the incubator or cot was a fam i ly 

space at both ACH and WH. However, there was a trend toward a significant di fference 

(p = 0.08) between the two units, w ith lower values reported at the NWH (T able 4.4 & 

Figure 4.2. Item 8.3). Add it ionally, ACH parents perceived their family space larger i n 

the roomy two bedded Level 3 rooms. compared to paren ts in the four bedded ACH 

Level 2 rooms (Table 4.7, Subgroup 4 (c), Item B.3). These results are encouraging and 

imply that increased space and fewer in fants in rooms at ACH posit ively influenced the 

perception of famil y space at the co t-side. 

White (2004) also implied that w ith increased space at the cot-side and the creati on of a 

more defined fami ly zone, parents feel a greater sense of be longing in N ICU. Parents in 

thi s study did not agree that it was difficult to feel a sense of belonging at ACH or WH 

(Tab le 4.4 & Figure 4.2, Item B.4), w ith no signi ficant difference between the two units. 

This is not surpri ing as a sense of belonging is a broad concept not just related to the 

phy ical environment. Other influences such as parental emotional state and oc ial 

interactions, particularly w ith health care professional , may have influenced the parent's 

responses (Brady-Fryer, 1994). 

Added space at the cot-side is now recommended to allow for privacy for in fants and 

parents (White, 2006). Parents perceived private moments w ith infants as achievable in 

both N TCUs, evident by the high scores (Table 4.4 & Figure 4.2, Item B.5). ft wa 
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striking to find no significant difference given the identified lack of space at NWH 

coupled with parents rating adequ acy of space signifi cantl y greater at ACH. Thi s may 

point to pri vacy being a spati al as we ll as a psychologica l concept (Raw nsley, 1980). 

Although the ratin g sca le result indicated that pri vacy was not an issue, the responses 

from parents to the open-ended questi ons were at odds with thi s findin g with P, fra cy 

emerging as a theme. Pri vacy intrusions were described in the parental responses from 

both ACH and WH NIC Us that were similar to prev ious qualitati ve research findin gs 

(Brady-Fryer, 1994; Hurst, 200 I). Mothers revea led a lack of privacy fo r intimate 

fun cti ons. Matern al acco unts included: "Space to express 111ilk in pri vate" and " While I 

was b reastf eeding .. . a fil'e year old 1n1s staring" (Chapter Four, p. 69) . Comments such as 

these concur with Nygvist et al. ·s ( 1994) study where mothers also indi cated a need fo r 

pri vacy during breastfeeding and ex press ing breas t milk . 

Parental sugges ti ons fro m both ACH and NWH parents also showed the need for 

temporary pri vacy that could be created by sc reens and curtains. For example "Dro w a 

rn rta in to close a.ff fo r certain ti111 es" and "More pri\'(/C_\' screens al'(l ilable if required" 

(Chapter Four; p. 69). It is poss ible that with the increased space and less in fa nts in 

clini cal rooms at ACH, nurses fe lt that parents had less need fo r the avail able mobile 

screens. In part ic ul ar. the parental comments around pri vacy support Curtin 's ( 1992) and 

Ulri ch's ( 1997) views that an indi vidual' s contro l over their leve ls of pri vacy is essenti al. 

A few WH parents did see the relati onship between room confi gurati on and lac k of 

space compro mi sing their pri vacy. They said "More room fo r privacy a r the bedside ... " 

and "Make spaces bigger and place f urnitu re in a place to allow fo r maximum pri vacy" 

(Chapter Four, p. 70). These views are supported by current NICU design tenets (White, 

2004). Overall given these confli cting results and the multi face ted and complex nature of 

pri vacy, additional items on thi s concept in the questi onnaire may have further elucidated 

pri vacy fo r ICU parents. 

As ociated with pri vacy are how parents achieve intimacy with their in fa nts in NICU and 

how the physical environment can best support thi s. There was strong agreement from 
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parents that uninterrupted times enhanced closeness to their infant in both NlCUs. The 

high scores w ith small interquartil e ranges reflect the consistency of the parental opinion 

(Tab le 4.4 & Fi gure 4.2, Item 8.6). While there was no overall difference between the 

two N TCUs, further analys is revealed that undisturbed moments scored higher in L evel 3 

rooms at ACH compared Lo Level 3 at NWH (T able 4.7, Subgroup 4 (a), Item B.6). One 

poss ible explanation for thi s is that it may have been more di ffi cult for parents in the 

crowded NWH NICU to have uninterrupted times. While the subgroup sample i small (n 

= 15 at both ACH & NWH ), thi s result alludes to further influences of increased space 

and fewer infants in c linica l rooms. Another exp lanati on for this resu lt is that the Level 3 

rooms at ACH are quieter as discussed in the next dimension. 

The result that uninterrupted parent-infant times enhanced closeness is important as 

in timacy ha. not been expl icitl y explored in ICU. Within fami ly-centred care literature, 

nurse- parent communicati on and in formation shari ng are emphasised (Cox & 

Bialoskurski , 200 I ). Whi le nurses may feel that their role is to constant ly interact with 

parents. th is study suggests that moments alone w ith infants are also essential. 

5.3 Dimension C: Sights and Sounds of NICU 

There were notable changes to lighting in the A CH in fant rooms based on N ICU design 

recommendations (White. 2006). For example no fl uorescent lighting, multi ple lighting 

opti ons for in fant, parent and staff that were dimmable and softened lights on the wal ls. 

This study found that the lighting levels at ACH were percei ved to be significantly more 

comfortable for parent compared to NWH (T able 4.5 & Figure 4.3, Item C. I ). Lighting 

may have also contributed Lo a pleasant aesthetic fee l of the ACH N TCU, discu sect 

w ithin the responses to the open-ended questions (Chapter Four, p. 68). This result is 

unique, as parental li ghting needs have not been considered w ithin previous research and 

po ints to a further positive influence o f the N ICU design change at the new ACH 

facility. 

Hi storical ly, inten ive care settings including N TCU are known to be noisy (K ahn et al. , 

1998; Levy et a. , 2003). Parents strongly agreed that the area around the cot-space was 
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quieter at ACH than at NWH (T able 4.5 & Fi gure 4.3 , Item C.2). Furthermore, ACH 

parents found Level 3 rooms were significantl y quieter compared to the NWH Level 3 

rooms (T able 4.7, Subgroup 4 (a), Item C.2). With no changes in technology and few 

changes in personnel in the new un it, it seems that increases in space at the cot-side at 

ACH and fewer in fants in rooms had a positi ve impact on reducing sound leve ls. Another 

contributor may have been the acousti c ce iling tiles and also the softened li ghting. Thi s 

result supports the noti on that sound leve ls may reduce within such environments 

(Kellman, 2002; Philbin , 2004). 

Although parents found A CH a quieter N ICU, it was surpri sing that they then di sagreed 

that the sound leve ls were too hi gh in both units (Tab le 4.5 & Figure 4.3, Item C.3). Wi th 

no di fference between the ICUs, thi s may indi cate that sound leve ls are not of concern 

to parents. Further research, however, is required before any conclusions can be drawn 

gi ven that the physiological effects of un wanted noise include hypertension, headaches 

and mental fati gue (Kahn et al. , 1998; Yenoli a, 1998). Furthermore. noisy ICU rooms 

may impact on communi cati on at the cot-s ide (Thomas & M artin , 2000). 

Technology is a signifi cant phys ical feature within the environment of N ICU roo ms with 

monitoring equipment said to have the greatest impact on parents (Jamsa & Jamsa, 1998 ; 

Miles et al. , 199 1, 1992 ; Raes ide. 1997). In thi s study monitors were seen as reassuri ng 

by parents as A ffonso et al. ( 1992) and Lindquist and Jakobsson (2003) have also shown. 

Parents ra ted strong agreement to thi s item in both ICUs as ev idenced by the hi gh 

median va lues and small interquartile ranges (T able 4.5 & Figure 4.3, Item C.4). Thi s 

findin g supports Gordin and Johnson's ( 1999) noti ons that modern day hea lth care 

con umers may even 'expect technology'; therefore it is not surprising that monitors were 

seen as reassuring by parents. 

Parents reported that monitors frequentl y alarm in both the N ICUs with no difference 

between ACH and NWH (Table 4.5 & Figure 4.3, Item C.5). The finding is in agreement 

with Miles et al. ( 199 1) and Jamsa and Jamsa ( 1998) studies, where parent also reported 

that monitors alarm constantly in [CU. Thi s appears to refute claims that added space 

and fewer in fants in rooms may moderate and reduce the frequency of alarms (Kellman, 
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2002 ; Philbin, 2004). It was not surprising to find that monitors alarmed frequently even 

at ACH. For safety reasons, when a nurse is absent from a clinical room, monitor alarms 

are di verted to adjacent rooms. Thi s then contributes to the frequency o f alarms in those 

other rooms. Whi st it is possible to reduce the intrusion of alarms using technology such 

as vibrating pagers and or greater use of visual signals (for example fl ashing li ghts), these 

technologies are not yet in use in the ACH NICU. 

Parents reported monitors alarming as stressful but the median values (medi an 3.5 at 

ACH & median 4 at WH ) impl y low leve ls of parental stress from alarms (Tab le 4.5 & 

Fi gure 4.3 Item C.7). There was no significant difference between AC H and NWH. 

Prev iously publi shed parental stress studies have cons istentl y found low to moderate 

stress from monitors alarming (M iles et al. , 199 1, 1992; Raes ide, 1997). Thi s result may 

have been influenced by the point during their in fants' hospitali sati on parents completed 

the questionnaire. Further analysis showed that parents perceived alarms as more stressful 

at first and in the med ium term rather than in the later periods of hospitali sati on (Tab le 

4.7, Subgroup 5, Item C.7), suggesting that parents acc limatise to monitors alarming. 

While previous research has identi fied different stressors at various stages of the ICU 

experience, monitors' alarming has been shown as a consisten t stressor over time 

(Affonso et al. , 1992; Miles et al. , 1992). The most likely expl anation is that in the later 

stages of hospitali sati on, w ith the improvement in the in fant ' physiological status 

monitorin g of most in fants is lessened, thereby influencing the results on this item. 

Overall , it seem that while monitors alarm frequently and are somewhat stressful for 

parents, they are also comforting. Thi s is an important finding as new innovati ons in 

monitor technology now include silent alarm message via a paging system. The results 

from thi s study show that it i also important for ICU parents to be alerted to changes in 

their in fant's physiological condition. Therefore, future technologi cal developments need 

to centre on vi ual indicators of infant instability, as well as quieter audible warnings. 

The mere presence of technology can have an impact on the physical spaces within NICU 

rooms. NWH parents disagreed that equipment was "hardly noticeable". Conversely, 

ACH parents perceived equipment significantly less noticeable, although the responses 
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did vary (Table 4.5 & Fi gure 4.3, Item C.6). Thi s was an interesting finding as the 

bedside management system of the new ACH unit, parti cularl y in Level 3, is rather large. 

It is, however, a more efficient system fo r containing equipment with fewer wires and 

cables draping between NICU beds and therefore technology was less noti ceable to 

parents. It also prov ides greater flexibility especiall y fo r parental acti vities, such as 

taking their in fant out of the incubator for cuddles and skin -to-skin care. A nother 

possible expl anation for thi s result is that added space may have given technology a less 

intrusive fee l with in the rooms. Parents noti cing the presence of technology could be seen 

to contras t with results from prev ious parental tres studie where the visual appearance 

of equipment was not a signifi cant stressor (Miles et al. , 199 1, 1992). The di fferent result 

maybe due to increases in technology since these earli er studies (Gordin & Johnson, 

1999). Importantly, the va lues around the presence of technology were low for both 

hospitals indicating that there is still progress to be made in thi s area. 

While a prev ious result (T ab le 4.7, Subgroup I , Item A.5) indicated that mothers were 

more shocked at the first sight of N ICU, thi s study found no further gender di fferences 

w ithin the sights and sounds dimension . Thi s is in contrast to prior studies where fathers 

were reported to be less stressed by the sights and sounds of N ICU than mothers (Miles et 

al. , 1992; Perehudoff, 1990; Shields-Poe & Pinelli , 1997). Gi ven the small sample (n = 10 

at ACH & n = 9 at NWH ) and father' s in ICU hav ing been rarely studied, add itional 

research is necessary to reveal fathers' reacti ons to technology in NICU more full y. 

5.4 Dimension D: Other Families 

The presence of other families, parti cularl y in crowded infant rooms, has hi ghli ghted the 

potenti al for informati on being overheard in NICU and consequently breeches in 

confidenti ality. In thi s study parents from both NICUs di sagreed that confidentiality was 

concerning w ithin the rooms. Overa ll there was no difference shown between A CH and 

the more crowded NWH, although responses did vary widely in the WH sample (Table 

4.6 & Fi gure 4.4, Item D.2). The result is supported in part by other studies (Bramwell & 

W eindling, 2005 ; Kowalski et al. , 2003) where only one fi f th to half of parents thought 

confidenti ality was important during ward rounds, a well known time when breeches can 
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occur (Rylance, 1999). However, in the contex t of thi s study, confidenti ality included 

reference to in formal conversati ons between health profess ionals, as well as the more 

formal di scuss ions during ward rounds. 

Parents' lack of concern about confidenti ality is further supported by Fenwick et al. 's 

(200 I ) qualitati ve exploration where mothers seemed unconcerned by breeches of 

confidentiality. It may be that the need for confidenti ality is undermined with the many 

other prioriti es parents of sick premature in fants face during their time in N ICU. 

It was interesting to find that parents who had a prev ious in fant in N ICU were more 

worried about confi dentiality than parents who had not (T able 4.7, Subgroup 3, Item 

D.2). Perhaps during their prev ious experi ence of ICU, parents became aware of the 

potenti al for informati on about themselves or their baby being overheard . On further 

compari son, parents in the NWH Level 2 rooms were more concerned about 

confi denti ality than parents in the ACH Level 2 rooms (Tab le 4.7. Subgroup 4 (b), Item 

D2). Thi s could impl y that w ith fi ve to six in fants in the Level 2 rooms at NWH 

compared to four in fants at ACH with more room around the cot-s ide, space and 

confi gurati on of rooms has a part to play in prov ision of confi denti ality. Overa ll , the 

di ffering results around confidenti ality indi cate the need for further research with 

poss ibl y retrospecti ve designs prov ing more beneficial. 

It was an important premi se w ithin the current study to explore soc ial contac t between 

N ICU parents given the concern that they may be more iso lated wi thin room 

confi gurati ons with fewer in fants. In thi s study parents agreed that contact w ith other 

families was helpful (Table 4.6 & Fi gure 4.4, Item D. I ), although the scores were not 

high (median 4 at ACH and median 5 at WH ). Notably there were no differences 

between the hospitals and levels of care. Social interacti on between parents has been 

shown to be benefi cial by Hurst (200 I ) and Dobbins et al. ( 1994). However in other 

studi es (Miles et al. , 1996; Ward, 200 I ) helpfulness of other parents was not rated hi ghl y. 

Thi s current study was unique, as previous research has focused on parental interacti on 

within the entire NICU and on formal support programs (Jarrett, 1996; Jensen, 1999; 

Lindsay et al. , 1993). The nex t result adds to the findin g that contact w ith other families 
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1s helpful. Parents from both NICUs agreed that sharing a room w ith other famili es 

makes the NICU experi ence less lonely (T able 4.6 & Fi gure 4.4, Item D.3). 

In contrast to contact in the rooms being helpful , parents agreed that mi xing in other parts 

o f ICU such as in the parent and mothers' lounge was preferable (T able 4.6 & Fi gure 

4.4, Item D.4). While parents preferred soc ial contact outside the ICU rooms, the values 

for thi s item were not hi gh (M edian 4 at ACH and NWH). Importantl y, ACH Level 3 

parents signifi cantl y (p = 0.038) preferred to mi x outside of the ICU rooms compared to 

A CH Level 2 parents (T able 4.7 , Subgroup 4 (c), Item D4). While the reason fo r thi s 

result is not completely clear, from a des ign perspecti ve it needs to be considered as the 

A CH rooms are onl y two bedded, parents may have needed more opportunity to meet 

other parents. Lounges are avail ab le in the ACH NICU fo r in formal parental contact with 

coffee mornin gs also offered by the parent-to-parent support group. 

Overall , the above parental responses may have been tempered by percei ved 

di sadvantages o f other famili es in in fant rooms. Protectil'e spoce emerged as a theme 

from the parental responses to the open-ended questi ons from both ACH and WH . 

Parents wanted their in fants insulated from infecti ons and saw children as potenti al 

carri ers. Sentiments ex pressed included: " / 11:as a b it 1111i111pressed with young kids being 

in NICU with coughs and colds" and .. No children in the rooms - you do not know 11 ·hat 

they hal'e got bug wise " (Chapter Four, p.70) . U nderstandabl y N ICU parents are anxious 

about in fec ti ons, as some premature sick in fants are more susceptible, parti cularl y to 

respi ratory infecti ons (Greenough & Milner, 2005). Sibling visiting was unrestri cted in 

both study NICUs, although parent are advised not to bring children w ith infecti ons to 

vi sit. Sibling v isiting policies vary in neonatal units. While there are documented 

advantages of increased famil y interacti on there are al o concerns around infecti on and 

supervi sion of children (M eyer, Kennally, Zika-Berres, Cashmore & Oh, 1996). The 

observati on that children in infants' rooms noticeably impacts on parents warrants further 

investi gati on. 

Clearl y parents were strongly affected by other sick in fants in rooms (Table 4.6 & Fi gure 

4.4, Item 0 .5). Support for these results is ev ident from parental stress research (Miles et 
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al. , 199 1) and maternal accounts (Wereszczak et al. , 1997). Predictabl y due to the more 

criti cal nature of care, ACH Level 3 parents were significantly more affected by other 

sick infants than parents in Level 2 (T able 4.7, Subgroup 4 (c). Item D.5 ). Added to thi s 

on the last item, parents strongly agreed that focusing on their own in fant was best (T able 

4.6 & Fi gure 4.4, Item D.6). While there was no di fference between the two ICUs on 

either of these items, values were hi ghest w ithin thi s dimension. 

5.5 Model of Change 

The themes deri ved from the parental responses to the open-ended questi ons are 

di spl ayed in a schemati c model (Fi gure 5.1 ) des igned to show not onl y the themes, but 

also their relati onships. As depi cted in Fi gure 5. 1, the N WH responses were dominated 

by a need for Mo re space, with poignant descripti ons of the impacts of lack of space and 

many suggesti ons regard ing what added space could offer parents. Importantl y, parents 

stated "Bigger spaces H"ould allow parents to spend quality ti111e 11 ·ith their infa nts, . and 

.. More space around the cots would nwke fa 111ilv interaction 111ore co111fortable" (Chapter 

Four, p. 67). 

In contrast, at ACH many parents expressed pos iti ve thoughts about the new un it, Feeling 

good about the space (Figure 5. 1 ). Parents appreciated the aestheti c quali ties as we ll as 

the layout of the in fant rooms. For example " / thought the rooms were 11e1y lol'ely" and 

.. The roo111s are big and bright with beautiful wording which 111ade me s111ile" (Chapter 

Four, p. 68). This was an interesting fi nding as the questi onnaire did not spec i fica ll y seek 

informati on on the aestheti c natu re of the units and yet parents clearl y noti ced thi s aspect. 

Such comments also fi t w ith the influence that the phys ical environment can have on 

mental and emoti onal well being (Altimier, 2004; Yenoli a, 1988) and imply a movement 

towards a healing environment at ACH. 

Despite thi s, not all environmental issues hi ghli ghted by parents were altered by design 

changes. Uncomfortable seating at the cot side at ACH and NWH was reflected in 

remarks such as "Better chairs fo r Kangaroo cuddles would make a big difference" and 

"More comfortable chairs fo r mothers " (Chapter Four, p. 68). Already discussed, some 
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parents still desired further Privacy (Fi gure 5.1 ), even in the new N[CU . And as 

prev iously stated parents from both ICUs wanted a Protective space shie lded from 

poss ible in fec ti ons (Fi gure 5. 1 ). Interestingly, as with our nursing fo under Nightingale 

( 1924 ), one fa ther saw nurses as protectors of the enviro nment by stating ·' ... I know th ey 

a re limited by how 111uch fo rce they con use" (Chapter Four p. 70). 

II 

National Womcn· s 
Hospital 

"Need for space" 
MORE SPACE 

{ "Ability to gain privacy" 
PRIVACY 

"Bug wise" 
PROTECTIVE SPACE 

Auckland Ci ty 
Hospital 

"The rooms are great" 
FEELI NG GOOD 

A BOUT THE SPACE 

} 
Figure 5. / . A schemati c representation showing the relati onships between themes from 
the parental responses to the open-ended questi ons at ACH and WH ICUs 

5.6 Study Strengths and Limitations 

5.6.1 Research Design 

The greatest strength of the research was the comparati ve des ign of the study that allowed 

fo r evaluati on of the NICU redes ign changes. A relocati on and redes ign of hospitals and 

services is rare, and research in thi s area re trained to a small number of project , 

investi gating the impacts of design modifications was vital. 
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5.6.2 Internal Validity 

Ensuring that the parental percepti ons were so lely influenced by the physica l 

environments of the NICUs (internal va lidity) is a known challenge within redes ign 

research (White, 2004). One of the strengths of the study was the measures undertaken to 

minimi se the ac tual impact of rel ocati on on parental responses. For example, sampling at 

NWH was stopped two weeks pri or to relocati on to ACH. The study sampled a different 

group of parent at ACH six months later. Thi s time peri od also allowed staff to adjust to 

the new unit. nother aspect that enhanced the internal va lidity of the tudy wa while 

the physical design of the two NICUs changed, the overall serv ice itself remained 

unchanged with little to no alteration in clini ca l management of infants, policies or 

personnel. 

M easures to control and identify other known vari ables ( infants transferred from another 

N lCU, parents who received a preadmi ss ion tour, time of completi on of questionnaire 

and prev ious infant in ICU/SCBU) were inst ituted w ithin the research design and 

procedures (Chapter Three, p.50). However, hav ing an in fant in ICU is an emoti onal 

time and as Spencer and Edwards (200 1) suggest, other fac tors could influence parental 

responses. While criti call y ill in fants were exc luded, it was still possible that the infant ' s 

diagnosis and health progress may have prejudiced how parents fe lt about the NlCU 

rooms. Likewise, relati onships with staff may also have influenced parental responses. 

A possible limitat ion was that even though parents were asked on the questi onnaire to 

complete the survey from their own point of view and not consult each other, it is 

poss ible that on occasion thi s may have occurred. In order to keep the questi onnaire 

concise and not tire parents, no socio-economic data was co llected . Consequently there 

could have been pre-ex isting difference according to parental situational and ocial 

factors that cou Id have impacted on the responses. 

A s previously di scussed (Chapter Three, p. 47) the quality of the questi onnaire can also 

affect research results. In particul ar mi ss ing data and an abundance of middle or neutral 
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scores can lead to diffi cult interpretati on, inaccurate and inconclusi ve results 

(Oppenheim, 1992) . I n thi s regard , there were pos iti ve signs from the new ly deve loped 

questi onnaire, as non-responses to indi vidual items (mi ssing data) w ithin the 

questi onnaire were minimal ( 1.6% overall ) and there were few midd le va lues within the 

results. 

5.6.3 External Validity 

Establi shing the generali sabi l ity (ex ternal validity) o f the study was limited by the small 

sample size, parti cularl y the number of parents w ithin the subgroups. Unfortunately 

fathers made up only one third of the sample and therefore patern al percepti ons of the 

phys ica l environment remain under represented w ithin research. A dditi onall y as the 

maj orit y of the parental sample were marri ed or partnered the results may not represent 

v iews of single parents. The ethni city of the samp le was predominately New Zea land 

Eu ropean refl ecting the popul ati on of parents whose infants are admitted to the AC H and 

N WH N ICUs. The study was also limited to those w ith a co mprehension in written 

Engli sh. 

A n important strength of the study was the hi gh response rate (83% at ACH & 73% at 

N WH) to the questi onnaire, exceeding recommendati ons of 60% to 75 % (Murphy-B lack, 

2006; Polit & Beck, 2004). A hi gh response rate lessens the chance of non-response bi as, 

and therefore, it is more reasonable to assume that the results are typ ica l for the 

populati on (in thi s case ICU parents) as a whole (Po lit & Beck, 2004). 
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The overall degree of ex ternal validity w ith in the contex t of N ICU design wil l always be 

affec ted by the multiplicity of des igns and layouts ex isting of NJCUs. Research 

consumers need to interpret and apply find ings that are relevant for their setting and 

culture o f individual N ICUs. 

5.7 Summary 

In thi s chapter the results of the rating scale and parental responses to the open-ended 

ques ti ons have been discussed in detai I. There were four signi ficant differences between 

the physica l env ironments of the ACH and N WH in fant rooms. Space at the cot-side was 

more adequate, lighting leve ls more comfortable. the cot side quieter and technology less 

in trusive at ACH. The largest di fference between the two sites was the amount of space 

around the infant' s cot. 

A nalysis of the leve ls of care between and w ithin hospitals revealed a number o f 

significant fi ndings. ACH Level 3 rooms were quieter than WH Level 3 rooms. The 

percepti on of fam ily space at ACH was greater in Level 3 rooms than in Leve l 2 rooms. 

A lso ACH parents preferred to soc iali se outs ide the Level 3 rooms compared to parents 

in Level 2. Parental responses to the open-ended questions revealed four themes ( More 

space, Feeling good ahout the space. P ril'((C_\' 011d Pmffffi1·e space) that apart from 

pril'CIC_\' generally supported the findings from the rating scale. 

The final chapter (Chapter Six) prov ides conc lusions of the research fi ndings, with 

recommendations and implications for nur ing practice. In addition, future di rections in 

the design of ICUs are offered in light of the findi ngs from th is study. 
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6.0 Chapter Six: Conclusion 

Chapter Six concludes the thes is by rev iewing the aims of the research and summari sing 

the key findin gs. Recommendations are made regarding the future design of NICUs and 

conclusions drawn on the concept of ·healing by des ign' . Impli cati ons for nursing 

prac ti ce are di scussed and areas for further research highli ghted. 

Thi s thesi has presented a study of parental perceptions of the physica l environment of 

two different N lCUs; one a more traditionally sty led NICU and the other a new custom 

built facility. The new NICU incorporated changes to aspects of the physical environment 

such as space allocati on at the cot-side, number of in fants in rooms, l ighting, sound and 

aestheti cs. 

The thes is began with the understanding that the physical environment of many present 

day NICUs is challenging for parents. As a famil y-centred approach should be the 

fundamental care philo ophy in NlCU, it is now the responsibi lity of prov iders of 

neonatal care to consider the environmental concern s of parents. It is known from the 

literature (Chapter T wo) that parents are affected by the N lCU physical environment with 

frequent reports of low to moderate leve ls of stress large ly from visua l and auditory 

sources. However, more important for parents was attainment of their parenting ro le by 

interacti on with their in fants. 

The literature from medical, nurs111 g and architectural disciplines (Chapter Two) 

proposed that the phys ica l environment can be adapted as a healing too l for patients and 

fami l ies. New directions for NICU design now highli ght the potential to lessen parental 

stress and optim ise parenting. One key suggestion for the current design of NICU rooms 

is that parents have added space at the cot-side for increased pri vacy, confidenti ality and 

sen e of belonging. Thi s non-experimental comparative descripti ve study 'Changing 

Rooms in N ICU' is the re ult of an opportunity to investi gate added space at the infant 

cot-side, along with other current design notions. 
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6.1 Review of the Research Aim and Objectives 

The overa ll aim of the study was to describe and compare parental perceptions of the 

physical environment of the infant rooms of two NICUs. Additionally insights into the 

effecti veness of changes in room des ign in the new fac ility were sought. 

The pecific objecti ves of the study were to: 

I . Describe parental perceptions of the physical environment within the in fant rooms at 

NWH and ACH NICUs. Thi s was addressed w ith in formati on from the rating sca le and 

open-ended questi ons providing descripti ons that were either unique, or that supported or 

were contrary to ex isting research. 

2. Compare differences in parental perceptions between the physical environment of the 

ori ginal ICU at N WH and the redes igned N ICU at ACH. Contras ts between the two 

N ICUs were made and in thi s case both the signifi can t and non- sign ifi cant results led to 

reflecti ons on the effectiveness of the design changes. 

6.2 Overview of Results 

Thi s study found a number of significant di ffe rences between the old facility (NWH) and 

the new ly designed ICU (ACH). It was eviden t from the findings that sign ifi cant 

differences were related to more tangible aspects of the physical environment. Hence 

adequacy of space, a quieter cot-side, more comfortable li ghting and less intrusive 

equipment were confirmed pos iti ve changes in the new ICU. 

Clearly parents noted the increase in space at the cot-side in the new unit. It would be 

important to explore whether thi s added space enhances family interacti on as suggested 

by parents. Furthermore, there were encouraging signs that additi onal space was crucial 

in influencing other pos iti ve changes. For instance, the reduction in sound levels, an 

inclinati on of more defined family space, and equipment being less noticeable. Therefore, 

ari sing from thi s study, space allocation is a key caveat to supporti ve design for parents in 
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N ICU clinical rooms. These findin gs may also support justi fy ing the cost of added space 

in infant room s. 

The amount of space per cot-side at the new NICU was w ithin current recommended 

standard s, with the excepti on of the Level 2 rooms whi ch were onl y marginall y smaller 

than the suggested sizing. The pos iti ve findings related to additi onal cot-s ide space were, 

therefore, in agreement w ith the A meri can Standards fo r Newborn Design (White, 2006) 

on space allocati on. 

Parents were not directl y asked about their preference regarding the number of in fants in 

the clini cal rooms. However, there were so me indi cati ons that the two bedded rooms at 

ACH were quieter, fam ily space was considered to be greater with increased opportunity 

for uninterrupted moments with in fants. It was di fficult to di stinguish whether these 

results were due to the ex tra space or the reduced number o f infants in roo ms. Currentl y it 

is unclear how best to configure rooms fo r all the parti cipants in ICU (White, 2003). 

However. thi s study has shown that fewer in fants in clini ca l rooms did contri bute to the 

pos iti ve benefits for parents. 

Si gnifi cant changes between the two NICUs were mainl y related to auditory or visual 

components of the environment. For example, in the ACH rooms sound and lighting 

leve ls were more comfortab le for parents. Despite these fin dings, results suggest that 

further improvements in sights and sounds of ICU are required. A lthough monitors 

were seen as reassuring, no changes were shown in the frequency and stressfulness of 

monitors alarmin g w ithin the two different designs. Equipment was less noti ceable in the 

new NICU but still appears to be a dominating physical feature as noted by parents . 

Familiari sati on with intensive care environments may be occurring w ith parents 

reportedl y not shocked at the first sight of NICU . There was indicati on that some parents, 

in parti cular mothers, may have been disturbed by initi al impression in the earl y part of 

their NlCU experience. A s a result, preparing parents for the first vi sit to ICU still 
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remains necessary. Preadmi ss ion tours were found to be benefi cial, but notably for many 

parents the tour was not poss ible due to the unexpected nature of preterm deli veries. 

Impacts of design changes on intangible and more complex psychosoc ial aspects such as 

privacy, confidenti ality and sense of belonging were harder to establi sh stati sticall y. 

However, analys is of subgroups and parental comments impl y that a complete pi cture of 

these concepts was not ev ident. It is possible that different research methodologies and 

methods could reveal a full er account. A phenomenological approach with intervi ews, 

useful for in-depth understanding of the complex iti es of human ex peri ence (Carpenter, 

2003; Polit & Beck, 2004) may well reveal further in formati on. M oreover the discuss ion 

around these concepts within N ICU rooms has onl y just begun. 

Social interacti on between parents within the infant rooms was helpful and made the 

NlCU experi ence less lonely. Thi s needs to be balanced against parents being strongly 

affected by seeing other sick in fants in the N ICU rooms. Parents also clearl y desired 

moments alone with their in fants. How thi s can be achi eved in over crowded multi

bedded ICU rooms seems challenging and further supports NICU des ign suggestions of 

reducing nu mbers of in fants in clinica l rooms (White, 2003). There was no overa ll 

significant ev idence that pointed to iso lati on from soc ial contact for parents at the new 

A CH NlCU. However, it cannot be completely di scounted as a small group of parents in 

the two bedded ACH rooms, did prefer to sociali se outside the in fant rooms and may 

have needed more opportunity to mi x with other parents. 

6.2.1 Hypothesis 

Gi ven the signifi cant differences in parental perceptions between the physical 

environments of ACH and NWH NICUs the null hypothes is was rejected. The alternative 

hypothes is that there was a signifi cant relati onship between changes in the phys ical 

environment and parental percepti ons was accepted. 
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6.2.2 Healing by Design 

Rebuilding or remodelling a NICU is an opportunity to enhance healing within a known 

challenging physical environment. Elements of healing by design were evident within the 

findings of the currenl research with some encouraging signs of a movement hnvards a 

healing environment in the new ACH NICU. For example, quieter clinical rooms with 

supportive lighting. Added to this there were positive comments from parents on the 

aesthetics or the 'feel' of the new NICU. Further investigations should focus on directly 

measuring outcomes of patients or as in this ca ..... e parental outcome ..... , from healing 

environments. This could he achieved by utilising the existing parental stress tool, the 

Parental Stress Scale: :--/ICU (Miles et al .. 1991) or a newly developed instrument for 

measuring maternal-infant interaction in NICU (Furman & O'Riordan, 2006). Such 

research may add further evidence that indeed 'healing hy design' can positively affect 

parenting outcomes. 
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6.3 Recommendations: 

Regarding future ICU des ign and modifi cations to the physical environment o f ICU 

infant rooms, it is recommended that: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Neonatal servi ces adopt the current recommended standards (White, 2006) on 

allocation of space at the in fant 's cot-side. 

Design projects gi ve careful considerati on to the benefits of reduced numbers of 

in fants in clini cal rooms. 

A mbient li ghting design in NICUs includes multipl e opti ons (wall li ghts, 

examinati on li ghts, cot li ghts) that are indi viduali sed for the cot-space and can be 

adjusted to prov ide a range of li ght intensity from so ft to bri ght li ghting w here 

clinicall y necessary. 

In fant rooms are designed to reduce n01se leve ls by decreasing the number of 

in fants in rooms, with greater space around each cot-side and the use of acousti c 

ce i Ii ng tiles. 

C lini ca l staff and manu fac turers work co llaborati ve ly with parents in future 

development of monitoring systems that are technologica ll y sa fe and 

environmentall y supporti ve. 

eonatal services w ith single or two bedded room configurati ons consider further 

ways of providing parent-to-parent contact. 
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6.4 Future Research 

While thi s study has made a contribution to ev idence based des ign of N lCUs, a number 

of additional questi ons arose from the findin gs th at provide guidance for further research. 

Recommendati ons for future research include: 

• Examining and comparin g parental hea lth outcomes (for example parental stress 

and parent- infant interacti ons) from different NICU env ironments. 

• A focus on the impact of room confi gurati on (number of in fan ts in clinica l rooms) 

on in fants, parents and staff. 

• Utili sati on of other research methodologies to extract in form ati on on the ro le of 

privacy, confidentia l ity, and se nse of belonging for parents within NICU clinica l 

rooms. 

• Enrolment of greater numbers of fathers, single parents and parents wi th 

extremely premature in fants(< 26 weeks gestati on). 

• Further utili sati on and testing of the research ques ti onnaire employed in thi s study 

to en hance its validity and reliability. 
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6.5 Nursing Implications 

Nurses, as the most consistent caregiver of parents within the ICU rooms, are in an 

ideal position to max imi se the physical environment for parents. As one mother said 

"The nurses 111ake mefeel good abour rhe e111•ironmenr". Thi s study has revealed aspects 

o f care that can ass ist the nurse furth er in thi s endeavour. It is suggested that nurses: 

• Protect uninterrupted times between parents and in fants within the safe clinical 

environment. Skin-to skin contact seems an ideal time for these moments. 

• Attend promptly to mon itor alarm messages till alternati ve signalling systems are 

more widely avai lable. 

• Offer and make privacy screens easil y access ible especiall y for breastfeedi ng, the 

expression of milk and when in fants are criti ca ll y ill. 

• Develop a computerised ·virtual' tour of ICU that cou ld be shown to parents 

unable to tour N ICU pri or to the birth of their in fant. 

• Scrutinise children visiting the N ICU rooms w ith regards to in fec ti on. 

lt is evident that nurses have been act i ve partners with other discip l ines in advancing 

more nurturing environments for in fants and fami lies in ICU. Yet some nurses sti ll fee l 

powerl ess to make change to the macro environment (Wil l iams, 200 I ). One answer to 

this is for nurses themselves to research impacts and changes to the physical 

environment, such as thi s project. It needs to be acknowledged that the current study 

cou ld only address parents in N ICU; infants and nurses have their own environmental 

needs. Gi ven that N ICU is a stress ful place to work (Gibbons et al., 1997) and concern 

over staff iso lation in ingle room designs, a study of nurses' perceptions of the physica l 

environment of NICU seems most appropriate. 
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6.6 Concluding Statement 

This thesis illustrated that some modifications to the physical environment of a NICU 

based on new design directions, were viewed positively by parents and therefore were 

supportive to their needs. Nurses with a background interest in the environment and 

working within a family-centred care model have much to offer infants and parents in the 

provision of such environments. Parents' special and irreplaceable role in NICU requires 

support. This study has shown that the physical environment has an important role to play 

in providing quality healthcare and improve outcomes for parents in NICU. 
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Appendix A: Questionnaire 

The Surroundings of NICU 
A Parental Questionnaire. 

+ The questions in this survey are designed to measure how you feel as a parent 
about the physical surroundings of your baby's cot space and within the NlCU infant 
rooms . 

+ Your help would be really appreciated but you do not have to talce part. 
Completion of this questionnaire means you have consented and are willing to be 
included. You have the right to not answer any particular question that you feel 
uncomfortable with . 

+ Please answer all questions as honestly as possible Answer the questions from 
your own point of view- mothers and fathers may feel differently about these 
questions. 

+ If you are unsure of an answer, please circle or tick what best describes your 
response rather than leaving the question unanswered. 

+ When complete please place this questionnaire in the box provided in the NICU 
room , or if you prefer, use the stamped addressed envelope to return it by post. 

P lea se do not write your name on this questionnaire 

Before w e begin .... 
In what part ofNlCU was your baby cared for? 

If your baby was in level 3 and level 2 - choose the o ne w here you s pent the 
most time and fill out the ques tionnaire from that point of v iew. 

(please tick one box) 
o Leve l 3 ( rooms 1-9) 

D Level 2 (room s l 0- 15) 

V # 1 , 16/04/04 
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A. First Impressions ... 

1. Were you shown around NICU before the birth of your baby? 
(Please tick one box) 

D Yes Continue to the next question 

D No Go straight to question 4 

Please circle the number that comes closest to the way you think about the statement. 

2. The tour of NICU prepared me for the Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

appearance of the NICU infant rooms. Disagree Agree 

3. Nothing, even a tour, could have Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

prepared me for the first visit to the NICU 
Disagree Agree 

infant rooms. 

4. My first sight of the NICU rooms was Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

pretty much as I expected. 
Disagree Agree 

5. At first , the appearance of the infant Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

rooms in NICU is shocking for parents. 
Disagree Agree 

B. You and your baby ... 
Please circle the number that comes closest to the way you think about the statement. 

1. The amount of space around my baby' s 
Strongly Strongly incubator (or cot) is adequate for me and D isagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

my family. 

2. I try to make the area around my baby ' s 
Strongly Strongly incubator (or cot) sort of like his/her room Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

at home. 

3. The area around my baby ' s incubator 
Strongly Strongly (or cot) has become 'our family space' Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

within the NlCU room. 

4. It's hard for me, as a parent, to feel a Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

sense of belonging in NICU. Disagree Agree 

5. Even though my baby is in NICU and 
Strongly Strongly needs care, I still can have private Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

moments with my baby. 

6. Uninterrupted times with my baby help Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

us to feel close. Disagree Agree 

V # 1, 16/04/04 2 
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c. Sights and Sounds of the NICU ... 
Please circle the number that comes closest to the way you think about the statement. 

1. The lighting level s in the NICU rooms Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

are comfortable for me. Disagree Agree 

2. T he area around the incubator ( or cot) Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 

is a quiet place for me to be with m y baby. Disagree Agree 

3. Overall, the sound levels in the NICU Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

rooms are higher than I would like. Disagree Agree 

4. The monitors are comforting and Strongly l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 

reassure me that m y baby is doing ok. Disagree Agree 

5. The monitors constantly alarm in the S trongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

infant rooms. Disagree Agree 

6. r hardly notice the machinery and Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

equipment around m y baby's cot. Disagree Agree 

7. The sound of the monitors alarming in Strongly l 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

the infant room is stressful for me. Disagree Agree 

D. Other Families ... 
P lease circle the number that comes closest to the way you think about the statement. 

1. It's helpful for me to have other babies Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

and their families in the rooms. Disagree Agree 

2. I worry that other parents and families 
Strongly Strongly will overhear personal information about Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

me or my baby. 

3. Sharing a room with other babies and 
Strongly Strongly their families makes me feel less alone in Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Agree 

NICU. 

4. T prefer to mi x with parents in other 
parts ofNICU (pare nt lounge/ mothe rs Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

lounge) rather than with.in the infant Disagree Agree 

rooms. 

5 It can affect you when other babies in Strongly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

your room are really sick. D isagree Agree 

6. I prefer to focus on my own baby, not Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly 

othe r infants and families in the rooms. Disagree Agree 

V # l , 16/04/04 3 
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E. Final thoughts ... 

Is there anything you feel you would like to add about this questionnaire or the infant 
rooms in NICU? 

Have you any suggestions for improvements on how NICU rooms and cot-spaces are 
designed? 

F. Now about you .. . 
Lastly we would like to know a little bit about you and your baby so that we can see 
how different families feel about the surroundings in NICU. (Please tick one box 
only). 

1. Are you? 

D Male o Female 

2. Which age group do you belong in? 

D 18- 29 years 
D 30 - 36 years 
D 37 - 45 years 
D > 45 years 

3. How would you describe your current 
status? 

o Non-partnered 
o Partnered 
o Married 

V # 1, 16/04/04 4 
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4. Which race you mostly identify with? 

D NZ European. D Niuean 
D NZ Maori D Other Pacific 
D Samoan D SE Asian 
D Cook Island D Chinese 
D Tongan D Indian 
D Other 

5. Have you had a previous baby in a 
NICU or a special baby care nursery? 

o Yes 
D No 

Please continue -+ 



6. Have you other children? 

o Yes D No 
If Yes please state number of children . 

9. How old is your baby now (at time of 
filling out questionnaire)? 

Days 

7. What gestation was your baby at birth? 10. Is or was your baby on a ventilator? 
(breathing machine). 

o < 26 weeks 
o 27 - 32 weeks 
o 33 - 37 weeks 
o > 38 weeks 

o Yes 
D No 

8. What birth weight range was your baby 11. Is or was your baby on CP AP? 
in? 

D Yes 
D < 999 grams D No 
D 1000 - 1499 grams 
D 1500 - 1999 grams 
D 2000 - 2499 grams 
D > 2 500 grams 

~our participation Is greatly appreclatec, 

© 

V # 1, 16/04/04 5 
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Appendix B: Massey University Human Ethics Approval 

-1-·· ···. 

·,~OS Massey University 
"""-"' AUCKLAND 

OFACE Of!HE 
DEPUTY VICE-CltANCEUOA 
Prrv1t•81911:12~ 
North Short MSC 

...... 

Ql March 200t 

Robyn W k1rson 
C/o Dr Derise D,gnam 
School of Hea,th Sc1erces 
"'4assey University 
Albany 

Dear Robyn 

HUMAN ETHICS APPROVAL APPLICATION - MUAHEC 041008 

AwclllulS 
N,w Zuland 
T OtpL:"f Vica Chincel'o, 

6,.19 41.J ~ a,t:, ~II 
Pe;,0· ~1 Re;,1sJ-1• 
St 9 na oao: ell- :Sli 

r 64 !HU08' .t 
www musty.1c.n1 

"Changing Rooms: parental perceptions of reconfigurations in neonatal intensive care 
rooms" 

Thank you for your a;iplicaUor. It has been fully considered, and approved by tne Massey 
University, Albany Campus, Human Eth cs Comrr.mee to proceed to the Heal;r and Disab,hty 
Ethics Committee. Auckland 

Could you please forward to us a copy al tie le:ter of response from 1-'DEC. once that 
committee has considered your application? 

If you make any significant departure f,om the Appl•ca'.101 as app·oved then you should return 
this proJect to the Human Etmcs Committee ~ bany Campus. for fu1her consicerat,on and 
ap,•oval 

Yours s1rcere y 

// ~ . -
. r-~~ ~,t &L- GL-

7 

Associate-Professor Ke'l"f Charrberlain 
Chairperson, 
Human Ethics Committee 
Albany Campus 

cc Dr Denise Dignam 
School of Heal!h Sciences 

. .. ·- . ,; .... 
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Appendix C: Auckland Ethics Committees Approval 

Please Include the reference no. and study 
title in all correspondence/telephone calls. 

16 April 2004 

Ms Robyn C. Wilkinson 
C/o School of Health Sciences 
Albany Campus 
Massey University 
PB 102 904 
North Shore Mail Centre 
Auckland. 

Dear Robyn, 

Auckland 
Ethics committees 

Pnvate Bag 92522 
Wellesley Street 

Auckland 
Oehverv Address 

c.o Ministry of Hea1t11 
3rd Floor Unisys Building 

650 Great soucn l!OOO Penrose 
Phone 1091 sso 9105 

Fax (091 580 9001 
committee x ema,1. pat chamev@moh govt n2 

Ge~m1tt8e v , ma11 vvonne enxon@mon..oovLnz 

AKX/04/03/059 Changing rooms • parental perceptions of reconfigurations in neonatal 
intensive care rooms: a descriptive comparison study: IS V#2, 
01 /04/04 

Thank you for your amendments, received 8 April 2004. 

The above study has been given ethical approval by Auckland Ethics Committee X. 

Certification 
It is certified as not being conducted principally for the benefit of the manufacturer and may be 
considered for coverage under ACC. 

Accreditation 
This Committee is accredited by the Health Research Council and is constituted and operates 
in accordance with the Operational Standard for Ethics Committees, March 2002. 

Documents Approved: 
• Information Sheet/Consent Form V#2, 1 April 2004. 
• Questionnaire 

It should be noted that Ethics Committee approval does not imply any resource commitment or 
administrative facilitation by any healthcare provider, within whose facility the research is to be 
carried out. Where applicable, authority for this must be obtained separately from the 
appropriate manager within the organisation. 

Progress Reports 
The study is approved until 31 March 2005. Should you require an extension of time, please 
contact the Ethics Committee. 

Please advise the Committee when the study is completed and a final report is also required 
at the conclusion of the study. 

. .. ./2 --------------------
\ rc red lr e d b) Health R,search Council 
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Page 2. 

Requirements for SAE Reporting 
Please advise the Committee as soon as possible if there are any serious adverse events 
which relate to this study. 

Amendments 
All amendments to the study must be advised to the Committee prior to their implementation, 
except in the case where immediate implementation is required for reasons of safety. In such 
cases the Committee must be notified as soon as possible of the change. 

Yours sincerely, 

Pat Chainey 
Administrator, Committee X. 

Cc: Auckland Research OHice 
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Appendix D: Auckland District Health Board Approval 

EA 05,02 
Paoc 18 

PART V: DECLARATIONS 

Fu ll Project Title: Changing Rooms - parenial pcrcepuons of reconfigurations m neona!al 
intensive care rooms: a descriptive companson study 

1. Declaration by Principal Investigator 

The information supplied in this application is, lo the best of my knowledge and belief, accurate. l have 
considered the ethical issues involved in this research and believe that I have adequately addressed them 
m this application. l understand that 1f the protocol for this research changes m any way I must inform the 
Ethics Commmce. 

AME OF PR11'CIPAL I NVESTIGATOR (PLEASE PRNT): ROBYN WiLKINSO:s' 

~-l-- : lt.c. )I Y ''...f:-, -
D ATE: , o I c., _ _,_ i C..,L f 

A separate declaration will be required for eacl, multi-centre site, signed by tl,e principal 
investigator for that site. 

2. Declaration by Head of Department in which the Principal Investiga tor 
is located or appropriate Dean or other Senior l\lanager 

l have read the application and it is appropriate fo r this research lo be conducted m this deparunent I give 
my consent for the application to be forwa rded to the Ethics Committee. 

1 AME A:,.;D D ESIG~~z~PRl'>-1): C/tk. jC.v<;Ufl?l I (A.,,,J,cf'tl., ])fP.,r:-To{ 

SiGNATt.:RE: ~ / INSTITUTION: ,Jn;.,.J,tt t..\?'4.Ae-,/S ~c,P,,tti. 
D ATE· i/0 DEslGNAnos : euAuun. ~P-tcrot1, Nw 

Where the head of department is also one of tire in vestigators, the head of department 
declaration must be signed by the appropriate Dean, or other senior manager. 

• lf the application is for a s tudent project, the supervisor should sign !,ere. 

3. Declaration by the ADHB Research Manager (if applicable) 

This research project will be reviewed for management approval accordmg to the policies of Auckland 
District Health Board. 

Name of Res,/h Manager (Please Print): Dr Candy Penus 

SIGNATURE: f67a--,~ ~ INSTinrTJON: AUCKLAND DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD 

DATE: 4 FEBRUARY 2004 
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Appendix E: Maori Research Review Committee Approval 

27 February 2004 

Ms Robyn Clare Willanson 
Course Co-ordinator 
Postgraduate Neonatal Certificate in Nursing 
c/o NICU 

Auckliind District Hulth loud 
Creenlane Clinical Ce ntre, Green Lane West 

Auckland 3, New Zealand 

Telephone : 09 638 9909 

Website www.adhb .govt .nz 

Service: 

Phone: 

Research Development Of'ice 
omc. Level2 ~ 14 GlH 
Postal P9 .i2189A~no 

630-9943 

Ext : 4085. 4077 and 3122 

Fax 630 • 9796 °' 4996 
Email CandyP@adhb govt nz 
Website: wwN adhb.govt.nz/ROO 

ational Women's ~- --- --- ---- - ------------------------

Dear Ms Wilkinson 

1 Nae: 71:Jis approuJ IS issued by the Mam Resemh ReuewCamittee 
: a,r{ ~ TT!{J1f5ent d::e E dJUJ ,tpprrr.al ar d::e A DHB rmntg?1rE11! 
: appnr.al. lrn.escigam are,uf-..isad co seek rLhertrppruwls sep,mue!;. 

RE : Research project 2893 (A+2893)- C hanging Rooms - Parental Perceptions Of 
Reconfigurations In !'iconatal lntensin Care Rooms : A Descriptive Comparison Study 

The Maori Research Review Committee for the Auckland District Health Board reviewed your 
research ethics application on 26 February 2004. 

The study is approved. 

You and your research tea m are encouraged to consul t Maori Health Services for follow-up liaison 
and support for any Maori participants you may recrui t. Please call Mata Forbes , Maori Health 
Services Co-ord111ator/Adv1sor. GM Suite 5th Level, Auckland City Hospital. Mobile···r ·-·-Please send a copy of the fina l n:port to Maori Hea lth Ser\'ices at the conclusion of the study. 

We wish you the very best in your resea rch . 

Smcerely, 

~t:1~ 
Manager of Research 
On beha lf of the Maori Research Review Comminee 
AUCKLAND DISTRJCT HEAL TH BOARD 

cc: Dr Jonathan Koea, Maori Research Review Committee, ADI-IB 
Mata Forbes, Maori Research Review Comminee, ADI-IB 
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Appendix F: Information Sheet 

.,01: Massey University 
~ COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES ANO SOCIAL SCIENCES 

SCHOOL OF HEALH SCIENCES 
AlBAHY 
p,...,,. e., 102 "4 
North Sb,. Mail Cetnn 
Aulila"ll 
"'tWlHlUd 
l , .. 9 ,1~ C800 
F .. 9 « 8'61 
WWW "'"-"Y ,c Ill 

Physical SurroundinKS in NICU :Parental Questionnaire. 

Information Shecl 

Dear parent. 

\s a parent olan mlant ma neonatal intensive care unit (l\lCl l) )t•u arc invitt>d In enter a stud) ,>n 
hov. )OU foci ahout the ph)sical environment or surroundings ,\t the moment there "a lot of discu,wm 
around \-..·a~, to di:,ign th<- mfont ronm, ln p..ir1icul1.u ho, ... to pro\ide :i;urroundings that hc,1 ,uprort ~our 
need, a, a parent during ,our time in 1'1( I \\ hik sour fccdhack "ill not help parents ,n 'II('( right 
nm,. it ma} help in the future 

lhi, research i, lx·mg conducted h) Rnhyn \\ ii~ msvn J pan-time staff nurse in NICI li,r 
rcqum:ment, for a Masta, in l'hilosophv (Nursing). ,upcrs,scd h~ \,sociatc Professor l),:nisc Oij!narn 
l >ur contact details arc li,tcd on the follnv.ing pa!,!e 

lhe a,m uf the stud~ 1s to kam direct I) from you. )Our impressions of tht· phr1cal ,unoundings 
around the cot (incubator) and within the rnfant room, It" hopcJ to survc) 60 parent, lnfnm,ation '"II 
he gathered from ~our response, to statements on a qu.:,1,onnaire The questions focu, C"O kc, issues that 
ha,c hcen ,oiccd hy parents in other studies. 1-'nr c,ampk lirst imprc"ion, of 'll('I and h,m the cot 
,pace, ,uppon )Our d<.",dnping n:lallnn,hip with ,our hab) /\lso quest mm 11n the "ghts and sound, ,,t 
'-ICI I and hm, ~ou fod about ha\111!! other mfant, and families in the room, 

Your help "oulJ be really appreciated but you do not hne to take part ( ompkung the 
40.:,uonnatre means )OU ha,e cnn,cntcd and arc "illing to he indudcJ in the study I akc 2-3 day, 111 

Jec,dc if ;ou v.ant to participate. II )OU choose not to take pan 11 will not affect hov. your bab) ,scared 
for in NIU In n«ler to pmlt:el your tdentit; the questtonnairc ts anonvmous -00 not "-nlC )OUr name on 
the questionnaire. You also ha,c the nght not to ''""'cr any question ,nu urc uncomfonahle with Tht· 
4uestionnairc should ta~c 15 m111u1c, to complete 

/\s the qucst1onna1re centres on the ph)sical surroundings ol NICU tt is not expected to caw.e you any 
cmot,onal discomfort I lnwe-.r. m the unlikely event that )OU fc-el upset please contact )our h1mil) 
Liaison Nurse. If there is a spec,lic Maon conccmlis:suc. please cont.act Mata Forbes RGO\,, C'oord,nator 
Ad,isor. Auckland Cil) Hospital-\1obilc •I ••••• 

If ;ou ha,e any quenes or concerns regarding your rights as a panictpanl in thts study. you may wish 
to contact a I leahh and Disability Advocate, ph<>ne 0800 SSS 050 Northland to Franklin 

V # 2. 114 '0-l 

' .... -... . .. ..... . 
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lnfomiation gamed from this study ,..;11 onl) be used for this project and electronically stored for ten 
years No material can personally identify }Ou. Tht: project will be rcponed in a Masters thesis and ma) tx. 
published in a mcdicalmursingjoumal '\ summlll) of rc~ults will be availahle after l>ecemhcr ~00:> and 
you arc "elcome to contact Rnh)n for a summary 

llii, study has rc:ce1,cd ethical appro,aJ from the Auckland Ethics ( ommittee. Thank )OU for your 
consideration of this project Pl=e feel free II) cont.ict Kobyn or Denise if)OU have any funher ques;tinns 
<>r comments regarding th1~ proJcct 

Robyn Wilkinson 
c,. School or I leallh Sciences 
'\lban) Campll5 
T clcphone-09 414 0800 ext 9()66 
Private Bag I 02 904 
North Shore Mail Centre 
l\u.:kland . .... 

· 1·4 ·04 

Or Denise Dignarn 
Associate Profes,;or, Masse) Uni\ersity 
r elcphonc 09 41.J 0800 ~~t 9176 
D.M Dignam'<"l masse).3C ru: 
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Appendix G: Auckland Ethics Committee Amendment 

Please Include the reference no. and $/udy 
title In 1111 correspondence/telephone calls. Auckland 

Ethics Committees 

15 July 2004 

Ms Robyn C. W ilkinson 
C/o School of Health Sciences 
Albany Campus 
Massey University 
PB 102 904 
North Shore Mail Centre 
Auckland. 

Pnvare Bag 92522 
\o\el ,esiev Street 

AUCktana 
oc1iverv AOdress 

oo Mlnf!UV or Hca1rn 
3(0 Floor, UOIS','5 Building 

6SO Grear South Road Penrose 
Phone 1091 580 9105 

Fax (09, 580 9(X)1 
Email oat Chamey~moh govt nz 

Dear Robyn, 

AKX/04/03/059 Changing rooms - parental perceptions of reconfigurations in 
neonatal Intensive care rooms: a descriptive comparison study: IS 
V#2, 01/04/04: Prat/amend 1n/04 

Further to my email on 15 July 2004 regarding your protocol amendments. 

The chairperson of Ethics Committee X considered the following amendment and has given ethical 
approval for : 

Protocol amendment 1 July 2004 - change 1n recruitment method. 

Yours sincerely, 

Pat Chainey 
Administrator, Committee X 

\ ccr,diled b) llral1h RtsHrch Count'il 
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